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CHAPTER ONE

The llOvel has been a difficult literary form for critics to

discuss intelligently. Because of the novel's relatively brief history,
.

it lacks the background of critical thought which provides a context for

the criticism of poetry and drama. Moreover, the changes undergone by
...

the novel in the eBJ.~ly stages of its d.evelopment have compounded the

critic's problems. Since no one knew just what a novel was supposed

to be, it was difficult to determine what criteria should be used to

measure the quality of the Vlo.rk. During the last half century, however,

the criticism of fiction has focused primarily on the novelist's

technique. A major part of.this preoccupation with technique can be

attrj.buted to novelists such as Henry James and Ford Hadox Ford who f

besides employing a different manner of narration, developed theories

of the technique of fiction. The critics and novelists W}lO, about

this time, p~'ticipated in the discussion of how novels ought to be

written brought about a new stage in the development of the novel, and

enhanced its status as an art form~

At the heart of the discussion of the teclu1ique of fiction lay

the i.ssuo of the: llOVeli$t 1 s ~se of point of view i t.~at .is t the pJ.ace of

the- storyteller relativ(~ to the story. r1'he na.rrator, in telling the ..

•stor;)r, could reveal his rrei3ence in the rr.ost obvious of ways, sueh a6 by

addressing the l'eadeY' dil'ec tly in his ovm voice, or by interrupting tho

1.
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story to comment on elements of the story or even on other subjects. Less
,

blatant, but still tangible evidence of authorial presence appears when

the narrator, from his position o,f omniscience, confides in the reader

byt~lling him what no character in the novel, but only the narrator

himself, could know. When the author tells of past events unknown to his

characters, or reveals to the reader the secrets in the hearts and minds

of his characters, the reader becomes aware of the teller, aware that

the story is being told by an omniscient narrator. In the first years of
, ,-

the twentieth century, the critical consensus on this issue was that ffi~

such exposure of the narrator was detrimental to the novel. Any element

in the story that indicated the presence of the author was judged to

undermine the effectiveness of his fiction. This criterion judged harshly

ne1xrly all pre-Jamesian novels, including, of course, the novels of

Thomas Hardy.

Up to this time, nearly all novels had displayed authorial

presence, although in varyin~ degrees "and forms. An examinat.ion of a few

passages by prominent nin(~teenth-·centurynovelists will show how the

question of the author's presence had been handled, To begin the final

chapter of Hansfield Park, Jane Auston states: IlI.set other pena dVlell on
-~~~--".""-~.- "

"guilt and misery. I quit such ·odiou/:.; subjects as soon a....c; I can, impatient

to restore everybody, not greatly in fa.ult themselves, to tolerable comfort,

and to have done with all the rest.·"l Here the author.' in her own peX'eoll,

addl'8SSGS the reader, frankly discussing her intent:LonB for the reE.,t of

;t,hs novel. This statement is, in fact ~ a- ra.ther deliberate ati.::CJ:;pt to

J.llJpreBS the au thor's personality on t.he reader. Writing a few ~r2ars
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later in 1818 t Sir Walter Scott provides the following information about
,

one· of the characters in 11118 Heart 2f..11i!!10thian:

Few names deserve more honourable mention in the
history of Scotland, dl..ring this period, than that of
John, Duke of Argyle and Greenwich. His talents as a
statesman and a soldier were generally admitted; he was
not without ambition, but "without the illness that
attends it". • • • He was a.like free from the ordinary
vices of statesmen, falsehood, namely, and dissimulation;
and from those of warriors, inord~nate and violent thirst
after se1f-aggrandisement. 2

Scott, .in this passage, has told the reader a great deal about the
. ,-

character of John. Since this information obviously comes from an

omniscient narrator, Scott has, in effect; revealed himself as the teller

of the tale, selecting and disclosing what the reader is to know. Also,

although indirectly, he shows the reader- his own depth of political and

literary know1edge~ About fort.y years 1,B.ter, in Adam Bede, George Eliot

discusses the relative merits of two c1E:rgymen in the following terms:

And so I come back to Hr. Irwine t with whom I desire
you to be in perfect charity, far as he may be from
satisfying yom' demands on the clerical character.
Perhaps you think he was not -~ as he ought to have
been ~~ a living demonstration of the benefits attached
to a national church? But I am not sure of that; at
least I know the people of Broxton and Hays10pe would
have been very sorry to part with their c1ergyman~ and
that most faces brightened a.t his aplJl'oach.3

fJ..'his pRssnge is part of what turns out to be a debate on the proper role

of the clergyman, and here, at the beg:Lnning of the discussion~ George

Eliot draws the read£:!' into the debate and give.s him a.point of view

which she t;.ses as a foil for her own. In such cases, the reader is, of

.eoen'se t quite awal'0 of the author's pr(wence. Although three short

pasSHg0s cannot represent a centur;y' and a half of fiction t the CJttitudG
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towards the author's role in the novel suggested by these three selections

is that adopted by most pre-tTamesian novelists. In other words, most

novelists of the eighteenth and riineteenth centuries considered it part

of the storyteller's role to exercise his omniscience by providing back-·

ground information ffild telling the motives and thoughts of his characters,

and ·to direct the reader's judgments, and even to discuss such tangential

issues as interested him. The neVi apl)roach to the problem of point of

view, however, forbade all such practices on the grounds that they revealed

the presence of the teller in the tale.

'1'he chp...mpions of the new approach to technique, in presenting an

alternative to traditional methods, developed a fairly coherent theory of

fiction. The prefaces Hem7 Ja.mes wrote for the NeVI York edition of his

novels provide the earliest crY'stallization of this theory. In the preface

Processes, per~oas, intervals, stages, degrees,
connexiotls, may be easily enough and barely enough
named, may be unconvincingly stated, in fiction, to
the deep discredit of the write:', but it remains the
very deuce to represent them 1 especially represent them
under strong compression and in brief a.nd subordinate
termsj and this even though the novelist who doesn't
represent and represent all the time, i.s lost .. 4

The distinction betw0Em naming or stating on the onE! hand, a.nd representing

on the other, was soon reduced to a catch phrase of Hdvice to wJ.'i ter/3: ~

"don't tell itj show it Pl • In speaking of The Awkw~:r.d Ag£, James points

out the ,similarity to drama of narrative thus rendered:
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The beauty of the conception was in this approximation
of the respective divisions of my form to the Buccessive
acts of a play•••• The divine distinction of the act
of a play -- and a greater than any other it easily
succeeds in arriving at .... was, I reasoned, in its special,
its guarded objectivity.5

Through the dramatic or scenic method, James strove for objectivity in his

fiction. Idea.lly, the story would seem to te J.l itself and the reader would

have no sense of a. narrator at work. Of course, this precluded any elements

in the telling which exposed the narrator to the reader.

Other novelists"and critics, many of them more dogmatic than James,

endorsed James' demands for objective, dramatic fiction. In ~trait~

of tnB Artist as a ~oung Ma~, James Joyce has Stephan discuss the issue

of impersonality in art in the following way:

The narrative is no longer' ptU'ely personal. The
personali t;y- of the artist paSB(o·s into the narration
itself, flowing round and round the persons elld the
actions like a vital sea. • • • The dramatic form is
reached when the vitality which has flowed and eddied
around each person fills every person with such vital
force that he or she assumes a proper and intangible
esthetic life. The persona.lity of the artist, at first
a cry or a cadence or a mood 9 and then a fluid and lambent
nnrrative, finally refines itself out of existence,
impersonalizes itself, so to speak. The esthetic image
in the dramatic form is life purified in and reprojected
frOnl the human imagination. The mystery of esthetic, like
that of naterial creation, is accomplished. The artist,
like tht) God of creation, remains within or behind or
beyond or above his bandiwork, invisible, refined out of
exist.ence, indifferent, paring his fingernails. 6

The remote position required of the artist here is similar to that taken

by any novelist willing to address himself to the objectives dictated by

Ford Ha.dox Ford: "The object of the novelist is to keep the reader

oblivious of the fact that the author exists ~~ even of the fact that he

• , • 'DOO t .. ll .?:u:., reaclJ.ne; a L\. This c:riterion 1 requirine dramatic, objective
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fiction, gained momentum among many critic? also •. They used it to judge

the relative merits of novels, often, it seems, to the exclusion of other

important considerations. Percy lubbock went so far as to state that "the

art of fiction does not begin until the novelist thinks of his story as

a matter to be shown, to be so exhibited that it will tell itself ll •
8

The.

implication~ of course, i.s that &ny fiction which is dramatically presented,

which shows no trace of the author's presence, is artistically superior

to· fiction in which the author is present explaining, emphasizing, or

merely stating information. To dismi.ss most of the great eighteenth

and nineteenth century novels as stand·ing outside the "art of fiction",

on the basis of this one aspect of technique, seemB now a narrow and

presunrptuou8 jUdgment.

In the last decade or so, critics have looked at the issue of

au.thorial presence with more flElxibility, and have shown it to be not

quite as clear~cut as had formerly been thought. One of the most eloquent

reassessments of the question is Wayne C. Booth's ~rico~~.

In this book, Booth points out· tt,.at the shoWing-telling distinction, e.s

it ha.d been conceived, is an oversimplification; moreover, he argues that

the novelist is present in his Vlork in more ways than had been suspected,

and "though the a.uthor can to some extent choose his disguises, he can

never choose to dimJppear H •
9 Booth, in effect t challenges some of the

baE;ie assumption::; of the argument ror "objective" fiction, opening the way

for a reassessment of the whole question. Other critics have fr~~ed thell~

.opposition to the dogmatic d",:,niRJ. of authorial prosence in B. defence of

the ofli::1iscient, oft':m pZ'csent author. W. J. Harveyadopts this approach
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in The Art of Geo~ Eliot. Speaking of The Millon the Flo~2j he defends

the extended intrusion.of the author ·in the opening
chapters, the conflation of her past and present selves
w4ich creates a more intimate and per.sonal tone than
anything else in her work. Some critics have thought
this intrusion a flaw (largely, I suspect, just because
it is an intrusion), but it seems to me to fulfil its
purpose delicately and ecollomically.10

The author's presence may be seen as not only permissible, but even

essential, as Lionel Trilling argues:

The ban~~hmenD of the author from his books, the stilling
.of his voice, have but reinforced the faceless hostility
of the world•••• Surely what we. need is the opposite of
this, the opportunity to identify ourselves with a mind
that willingly admits that it is a mind and does not pretend
that it is history or Events or the World but only a mind
thinking and planning -~ possibly planning our escape. ll

The work of such critics as thos(~ cited above has tmdermined excessive

enthusiasm for the absentee narrator, so that authorial presence in

fiction 'has become an open question again. Consequently~ it is possible

to consider quite objectively the nature and consequences of the Huthorial

presence in a novel.

l<~ach development in the cri ticis!TI of the novel provides an

opportunity to recall the works of earlier eras and consider them in the

light of cui~rent cd_tical thoughL . The aim of this thesis is to eX8.mine

the technique of Thomas Hardy's fiction, particularly the relationship

between the narrator and the stories, and ultimately to draw conclusions

about the consequences of this relationship fol' the effectiveness' of

Hardy's novels. Neither the ·demands for an objective i draliiHb.c treat-

.
ment of fiction, nor the qualifications ir:lposed by more recent critic!3;
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deve~opment of the criticism of fiction. However, no preconception or

established loyalty will be permitted to take the place of an evaluation,

in the context of the novels, of the relationship between the teller and

the tale.

Although Hardy has little to say. on the distinction between showing

and telling, his com~ents about his aims and methods in fiction tell much

about his technique. In specifying the reason for reading fiction, Hardy

indicates. the goal to which he as a novelist addresses himself: "OtU~ true

object in reading fiction is a lesson in life, mental enlargement from

elements essential to the narrati.ves themselves and from the reflections

12they· engender". To this end, Hardy presents in his novels what he calls

"an impression of life" t an j,mpress~Lon in that it is bound not to the

letter but to the spirit of life. Hardy aims to represent the nature of

life so truly that the result will indeed be a "lesson in life" for the

reader •. The most valuable quality of this lesson is its truth, and to

tell this. truth is H8.rdy's aim'as 11 novelist: "It must always be borne

in mind, despite the claims of realism, ·that the best fiction, like the

highest artistic expression in other modes, is more true, so to put it t

13 .
than history or nature can be". Such trl;ith is not seen but f(~lt, a.nd

the novelist may communicate it to the reader not only thcough t!elements

essential to tho narratives!!, but aJ.so throu[';h "the reflections they

engender".

Hard:," E:. devot.ion to the truth han a defini te influence on his

technique I for it led him to cone en trate on that; r:lethoa. bSDt Buited to
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Fiction", he states: "A representation is less susceptible of error than

a disquisitiqnj the teaching, depending as -it does on intuitive conviction,

d t l ' 1 ., t I'kIt ] d' t If t h' t ,', 14an no. UpOfr og~ca reason~ng, ~s no ~ e y 0 .en ~ se a sop ~s,ry •

The distinction he makes here is based on the fairly practical and, for

Hardy, primary concern of presenting a f~ithful picture of life. In

stating that the disquisition may be an unreliable tool for the novelist,

Har~y is expressing, from the writer's point of view, the same idea he

expressed from the'~eader's point of view in the passage quoted above;

namely, that the "mental enlargement" one gains from reading fiction will

come primarily from "elements essential to the narratives"o

Besides doubting the effecUvenesl? of authoria,l disquisition, Hardy

questio11s its 3.ppropriateness in the .novel. Such intrusions on the'

narrative had been part of the novel for so long that the reader expected

them, yet they seemed to Hardy to be outside the proper method of fiction,

in spite, of the fact that he included them in his own work. His statement

on this :LsGue is understandably, equivocal:

Not only may 11 book be reael for these main feHtures~

plot and character, the presentation they may collectively
be called -- but for the accidents and appendages of
narrative; cmd such are of more kinds than one. Excursions
intova:cious philosophies; which vary or delay narrative
proper I ma;,/ have more attraction than the regular course of
the en2.ctmentj the judicious inquirer may be on the lookout.
for didactic reflections j such as is found in great lumps
in "Rasselas"j he may be 11 pick~r~up of trifles of useful k.now~
ledge, statistics, queer historic facts, such as sometimes
occur in the pages of Hugo; he llJay search for specimens of the
maml'3rS of good or bad soc iety 'I such as are to be obtained from
the fashionable wri fe:cs; or he may even wish to brush up his
knowledgn of quotations from ancient and other authors by
studyj.ng some cha.pters of IlPelham l1 and the disquisi tioXl8 of
Parson Adams in I1Joseph Andrews". .-
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Nany of the works which abound in appurtenances of
this or a kindred sort [lTe excellent as naY':rative ~ excellent
as portraiturc y even if in spite rather than in consequence
of their preGcnc:e. " " • But though we are bound to consider
by·.. motives like these for reading fiction l~S praiseworthy
enough where pl'acticab1t~y they are by their nature of an
illegitima.te character, more or less, .and a:pa.rt from the rulLng
interest of the genuine investigator' of this department of
literat.ure .15

AlthOUGh Hardy allovlCd expository excursions into philosophy, morality,

history, and manners, his conviction of the preeminence of representation

as the propel' and most effoc tivo for the novelist is pc::rfcctly cIGar.

Hardy' B stB.tements about h:u3 a:UllS v.nd techniff.:.tcu aG <:l novelist help

to determine I'fhere he standl3 on the icsue of ·authorial presence~ HOVieveX'~

to fill out the pictur e, it is neces:;wzoy to see how he put these ideas into

practic(~" A survey of the c8.rl:Ler 11ovel1.:> .sho\,[s evidence of variou13 sorts

IIctrdy reveal.s his presence HS the onmisc}-e:nt author by telling

it

the reader about the character of the hel'oine: lfElf"'ride ,swanoovrt wa.s

a girl whose ercotionG lay very near the sur-fact'. '1''11,,;5.1' nature more

prec:L.sel;~t~ and u.s modified by the creeping hours of time? was known

] . t1 h t 1.- J t) . " f h ,. t II 16on .J' '(;0 . lOse Vi 0 wn .eLlen ··..18 CI.rcums,;ances 0 or lnS'ory 0

little later in t.be Gtory? HaJ:'dy inh~od.u.ces two lett(Tf3 into the text

with on]y the followin~ explanation: "'1.'he yount; lad~r glided downstair:::i

again~ and whiltd.: she llwa:i.tfi young Smith I~:; entry ~ thr~ lett-crt;; referring

to hin vird.t had better be givon" 0 1'1 Because the render is Hot told that

pa.rt of the story in which the letters are \'11'i tteD or v-re X'e~l.d ~ there

mu.<it be an inter:ct.1ption in the ad.vtl.n:cix,g narrative Hhile they are "given".

On theses ()cco.sions? Hm'dy interrupts the nfll·l'.:::<tiv·~! to inter jec:t bJts of
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information which range from his observation that "A woman must have many

idsses before she kisses well", 18 to more profound themes such as the

following comment on coincidence.:

Strange conjunctions of phenomena, particularly those
of a trivial everyday kind, are so frequent in an
ordinary life that we grow used to their unaccountableness,
and forget the question whether the very long odds against
such juxtaposition is not almost a disproof of it being a
matter of chance at a11. 19

Although these interruptions cause lapses in the narrative flow, they do

develop out of the situation depicted. Not infrequently throughout the

novels, Hardy abandons the role of 8tory~eller and speaks to the reader

in his own voice; he presents other scenes with no authorial intrusi.ons.

This variety in the position taken by the author is fairly typical of

Hardy, and indicates that he placed no premium on consistency in this

aspect of his writing, but chose that method of presentation which seemed

to him best adapted to the material at hand.

Hardy took no dogmatic stand on the issue of authorial presence,

and the point of view he adopts in telling his stories does not differ

greatly from that of most pre·-J"amesien novelists. Nevertheless, the

position he takes as the narrator is, to a certain extent, more than

convention, for it is influenced by elements particular to his own

thought and experienceo His boliefs about the human cOEdition and the

nature of Ij.fe were cli£;tin~tive Gncugh and strong enough to hay!";! a bearing on
9

the way he presented the material in his novels; hence they must 1)e

considered in D.n examinntion of his technique. A great deal h13.8 heen

written about th? nature of Ufe in Hardy's universe and about the pessimism
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of his vision. His novels do present a picture of life in which the

forces arrayed against ma~ in his search for happiness are powerful. The

protagonists see their plans thwarted and their dreams shattered. Even

happy endings, picture a universe in which pain and mischance are the

rule rather than the exception. Whether happines0'3 can be earned in Hardy's

universe, or whether it is arbitrarily given or, as is more often the case,

'thh 1d . t'll d b t d b 't' 20W~ • e ,~s s ~ e a-e _ y cr~ ~C6o Related to this aspect of his

vision is the ironS' which pervades so much of the action of the novelsi

the reader is being presented with the ironic discrepa.ncy between what;

men desire and what they get. The nature of this vision of life, and

to a greater extent Hardy's conviction of its truth, have a considerable

influence on the manner in which the narratives are told.

If the vision of human life or the "lesson in living" is to have

the effect on the mind of the reader that Hardy desires, it will have to

be clear and allow of no· misconstruing. In many of the situations in

the novels there is no question as to where the reader's sympathies lie,

or as to the appropriate judgment of a particulcu' event; the narrative

action and the behavior of the characters make these clear enough@ On

the oth9r hand, frequently Hardy is unwilling to let the characters and

events stand alone, and to ensure the desired interpretation} he takes

on the double role of storyteller and corr~entator~ The interpretations

of character he providcG often occur earl;y- in the novel to direct the

reader's response to the character at his first appearance. The first
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Graye was handsome, frank, mld gentle. He had a
quality of thought which exercised on homeliness, was
humourj on nature, picturesquenessj on abstractions,
poetry. Being as a rule broadcast, it was all three.
Of the wickedness of the world he was too forgetful.
To discover evil in a new friend is to most people an 21
additional experience: to him it was ever a surpriscc

Sometimes the facts of the narrative precede the explanation, as in the

analysis of Hra. Nanaton's character later in the same novel:

Altogether her conduct had shown her to be what in
fact she was; a weak though calculating woman, one
clever to conceive, weak to execute: one whose best
laid scnemes were ever liable to be frustrated by the
ineradicable blight of vacillation at the critical hour
of action. 22

In such cases the reader accepts the information without question, as an

,aid in understanding the characters and interpreting their actions. In

a similar way Hardy often provides commentary to explicate a passage of

dialogue, as he does :i.n the following comment on a conversatioli between

Perhaps the most extraordinary feature of this
conversation was the circumstance that t though each
interlocutor had at first his suspicion of the other's
abiding passion awa.1-cenecl by several little acts, r..either
would allow himself to see that his friend might now be
spealdng deceitfully as well as he. 23

These explanations provide .the reader with a good deal of insight and

information, making it more probable that his judgment of the characters

and eve!lts wi.ll be what Hardy intended.

9

Ono aspect of Hardy's vision of life which is :particularl;~r

irnpoY'tant in rplat.iofl to his technique is his mistrust of appeHranG8S or

'ar.,y kj.nd of preter~i';e. Related to thil3 is hiB antipathy for societ.y, for

life at the busy centres of human aff&irs. The conflict developins fn.1m
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the individual's attempt to maintain lus integrity against the inroadsof

a false society is at the centre of ~e H!lI!;.d of JE..tlleJ:!?el~~, and plays a

lesser but still important part in several other novels. In The Hand of----------
Eth~l~erta, Hardy shows society corrupting the heroine's family as, when

Joey's sister upbraids him for eavesdropping, he answers: "0, 'tis how

we do allover the West End•••• 'Tis yer ignorance of town life that

makes it seem a good deal to 'ee". 2l~ HOreO\T~I', Hardy's "villains" are

rather more tainted by their contact with society than his corresponding
.

IIheroes tl
, who tend'to b~ more ingenuous. Both C1ym Yeobright and Grace

Me1bury find that their season in society yields bitter fruit.' Essentially,

He~dy portrays society as distorting the true and better nature of his

cha~acter6, and requiring special attention to appearances. In the

following passage, Hardy reveals this attitude towards appearances:

"If all hearts were open and all desires known _.- as they would be if

people showed their souls-- how many gapings, sighings, clenched fists,

knotted brows, broad grins, and red eyes should be seen in the market

25place! II - This belief that the truth is often hidden from the closest

observer of externals has a bea.ring on Hardy's concept of his role as

8. novelist and on the method he employs~

The unreli.ability of appeara.nces complicates the task of any

novelist Who, like Hardy, is concerned with the truth of his vision.

Hardy sa'll it as the novelist's commission "to probe, to penetrate, and

ultimately to find the truth and present it to the reader~ The nature

of the novelist's task dictates the qualities requiTed by one who would

do it well:
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A sight for the finer qualities of existence, an ear
for the 'still sad music of humanity', are not to be
acquired by the outer senses alone, close as their powers
of photography may be •. What cannot be discerned by eye
and ear, what may be apprehended only by the mental
ta.ctility tha.t comes from a sympathetic appreciativeness
of life in all its manifestations, this is the gift which
renders its possessor a more accurate delineator of human
nature than many another with twice his powers and means of
ext.ernal observation, but without the sympathy.26

One Vlho reads the work of a novelist with this degree of sensitivity can

expect.to gain "mental enlargement il • Hardy further explains the value of
.

fiction written by a man of extraordinary perception:

In the pursuance of his quest for a true exhibition of
man the reader will natlu1 ally consider whether he feels
himself under the guidance of a.mind who sees further
into life than he himself has seen; or, at least, who
can throw a stronger irradiation over subjects already
within his ken than he has been able to do unaided. 27

A novelist, equipped with the necessary insight, can act as a guide to

the reader, directing him to an understanding of the true nature of life

or a "true exhibition of mcl11".

If the novelist is to perform this function; he must guide not

only the reader's eye and ear, but also hi8 judgment. In order to do

this, Ha.rdy draws close to his reader, taking him into his confidence.

Since the b·uth. of a 8i tuation is often quite different frcm what is

suggested by mere observatioll j Hardy explains in direct terms jus~ what;

the reader should. think of a given .character or s:i.tuation~ I·loreo'ler, he

frequently indicates to the reader that in searching out the tn.rt!1 he mU[3t

look beyond external appearances. Hardy beeins one paragraph of ~_.1'R;ir.,

", and then goes on to explain a

f:rorn Ther'e are
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in the novels of the discrepancy between truth and appearance; two short

pa/?,sages from T~~ Woodlander~ will serve as examples: "Could the real

have been beheld instead of the. corporeal only 0 0 0",28 and "A veneer

"of affectation overlies a bulk of truth. 0 ••
1129 Convinced as he is

that appearance cannot be trusted, a.nd that it is the novelist's task to

show the reader the truth, Hardy cannot rely on merely an objective

presentation. These convictions naturally place him in a subjective

position, a position frqm which he could confide in the reader and tell

him the secrets of his universo.

In this aspect of his technique Hardy was no innovator, but a

traditionalist. To a certain extent~ his position relati'fc to his readers

and his work is a matter of convention.; however, it is a position that is

strongly reinforced by elements within himself. His concept of the role

of the artist i the ne.tura of his vision of life, and hiB conviction of

the truth of this vision have all directed him to this position j and hence

·influenced the manner of his tellint;o As a novelist, then, Hardy takes

a stance close to the reader as the ac:J.mowledged creator of .the r.;tory

and director of the reader's moral faculties. In doing this, he makes

no attempt to hide his presence in the story, and the reader i3 aware of

a subjective guide. His i.s thE> habit of writing Henry James had in

mind when he wrote:

Certain accomplished novelists have a habit of g~v1.ng

themselves away which must often bring tears to the eyes
of people who take their fiction ssriously•••• Such
a" betrayal of a sacred office seems to mel I confess 9 a
terrible crime.3D

However, Hardy's first loyalty is to the truth, and he com:rrcmicateH his
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truth to the reader tlrrough methods which are in harmony with his

phi~oBophy and his artistic aims. He employs whatever techniques seem

most effective in presenting an .immediate and powerful impression of his

vision of life.
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CHAPTEH TWO

In his fiction, Hardy uses an omni.scient point of view. When he

tells what a character is thinking or provides other information that only

an omniscient author can know, he reveals his presence as the storyteller.

However, it is in the more obvious intrusions that the reader senses the

author as bei.ng personally present in the narrative. An exarnination of

.the con~onts, judgments, and digressions interjected into the novels will

show what these intrusions. by their n8.ture and thei.r purpose, contribute

to Hm'dy's fiction.

To make a judgment as to the positive or negative effect of

authorial presence in a. novel is extremel~l difficult. The nature of the

problem is easily illu,strated. Host sensitive readers would agree that

.Fielding's expository intrusions into the narrative of ~~~~Andrews

make a definite contribution to the novel, and constitute an important

part of Fielding's arto This same loquacious manner in the works of less

skilful or less personally engaging writers, however, would seem to the reader

irritating and intrusivE'~ Yet to isolate the factors which make the

difference is a difficult critical exercise. To make an evaluation~ we

must consider wht=.d;her the situation in the novel is such tha.t comment.ary

may be introduced without seeming unduly disl'upt.ive~ Besides this, the

"ideas introduced by the author may vary in their deg.ree of relevance to

the develop:tng nm-rative. Even the re1iabilitJr of the comments n18.y be

qw::stioned if the inform2..t.ion provided by thfJ a.uthor seems to contrad:Lct

20
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what the narrative suggestse In very general terms, any commentary, as

an integral part of the novel, should be in harmony with the vari\ius

elements of that novelo Hence, an evaluation of the author's presence in

a novel must be carried out in the context of the novel involved, taking

into account the aims of the author as well as ot.her a.spects of the novel.

Hardy's first critical and popular success was Far From J;he Hadding

9r~wd. It is by many considered to be the best of his early works, and

serves as a good poi.nt or reference. It is essentially a love story i.n

a pastoral setting, depicting the variations of personality and behavior

which complicate the 'relationships between men and women. The narrative

shows how people act and react as they search for a happy outcome to the

desires of their heart..;;, and even the minor elements of the novel have to

do primarily with love, com-ting, and marriage. For example, the comments

of the rustic country folk often deal with this theme. In one Bcene Jan

Coggan recounts how Levi Everdene, Bathsheba's father, coped with the

.fickl~ness of his affection for his wife:

I believe he cured it by making her talce off her wedding
ring and calling her by her maiden name as they sat
together after the shop was shut, and so 'a would get t.o
fancy she wc.S only h1s s~'1eetheartt and not married to hi.m
at all. And as soon as he could thoroughly fancy he was
doing wrong and committing the seventh, 'a got to like her
as well as ever, B..!1d they lived on a perfect pi.cture of mutel
love. l

Such accounts, plus Coggan' 8 a.ccount of his own Cl1urting and several hum-

araus references to Laban Tall's domestic problems, keep the issue of

love and marriage always in the foregr-ou.ncl. HR'r'dy, in all of his novolB t

attemph: to present a truE! account of human experiencej in ~l'0llL..~h.<:.

11~dc'd-Jl£..Qr.2~:!.d~~ he focuses prima;:'ily on the ~mohOlw.l involvement of men
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and women, and most of his intrusions into the narrative have to do, in

one way or another, with this relatiol1.shipc

The co~nents and observations H~dy interjects into Ear From th£

l:1aqqilll) Cro\'l.9. cover many topics, ranging from architecture to the behavior

of the Olympian gods. When these comments and observations have to do

with .human behavior, a."1d most of them do, they are frequently linked with

character revelation. Hardy interrupts the narrative to present his obser-

vation or comment on human nature, and having done so, moves back into the

narrative by applying the principle involved to the character or situation

at hand. The following passage is typical as it shows characterization

growing out of an observation on human behavior,and also because the

behav:i.or is that of a person in love:

We discern a grand force in the lover which he lacks
whilst a free men; but there is a breadth of vision in
the free man which in the lover we vainly seek. Where
there is much bias there must be some narrowness, and
love 9 though added emotioll t is subtracted capacity.
Boldwood exemplified this to an abnormal degree. 2

On the other hand 9 Hardy sometimes begins with the characteri.zation~ and

develops from it an observation or comment on human behavior, as the

following passage illustrates:

Ba.thsheba invar:J.ably provoJ..':ed the criticism of i.ndividuals
like Henry Fray. Her emblazoned fault was to be too
pronounced in her objectiom3 I and not sufficiently overt in
her likings. We learn the.t it is not the rays which bodies
absorb 9 but those which they reject, that give them the colours
they are known by; and in the same way peo})l€, are specialized
by their dislikes and antagonisms, whilst their goodwill is
loo}~ed upon as no attribute at a1103

In both casE'S the authorial comment !.md the characterization are smoothly.
combined, with the comment reinforcing the characterization by E.lhowing
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how true it is to observable human nature•. In thi.:;> Vlay the expository

material, which might otherwise seem to stand apart from the main stream

of the action, is integrated through its link with the characterization.

This combination of authorial commentary and characterization poj.nts

to another of the uses Hardy makes in this novel of his comments and

observations. Through the addition of cbmmentary, the events of the novel

take on an expanded mearling, as the actions. of the characters become

illustrations of principles of human behavior. The narrative elements of

the novel -show what happens to Bathsheba Everdene and Gabriel Oak, and

.Hardy'.s comments suggest to the reader -that these events represent a

picture of how people in general behave. On reading of Bathsheba's

treatment of Gabriel, a sensitive reader might say to himself, "All yes,

this is true to life"; but Hardy ensures that the events of the novel

suggest their analogues in li.fe by specif;]'ing the principles of behavior

involvedo The following comment on Bathsheba' 8 falling in love with Tl'Oy

will serve as an example:

Bathsheba loved Troy 'in the way that only self~:reliant

women lOVE:; when they abandon their self··relianceo INhen
a strong woman recklessly throws away her strength she is
worse than a weak woman who has never had any strengt.h to
throwaway. One source of her inadequacy is the novelty of
the occasiono Weakness is d.oubly weBk by being new" l~

From thic; discussion of BathshHba 1 s actions Hardy develops a pl'incipl~ of

hmnan behavior which is made quite convinCing b~l his logic and the

epigrammatic final statement. In a similar Via:!, the following example

sped.fief:; the truth portrayed· in the narratiV0:
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The most vigorous expression of a resolution does not
always coincide with the greatest vigor of the resolution
it~elfe It is often flung out as a sort of prop to
support a decaying conviction Which, whilst strong,
required no 011unciation to prove it SOe The 'No I won't'
of Bathsheba meant virtually, 'I think I must'5

Sometimes, however, the lesson drawn from the events of the narrative is

much more general, 8Jnounting really to a" maxim on how to get a.long in life:

It is safer to accept any chance that offers itself. and
extemporize a procedure to fit it~ than to get a good plan
matured, and wait for a chance of using it. Gabriel wished
he had na~ nailed up his colours·as a shepherd, but had
·laid himself out for e.nything in the whole cycle of labour
that was required in the fai~e6

~'he principle expressed in the first sentence of the quotation applies

to Gabriel's immediato situation; it also applies to the whole novel in

that it illuminates one of the essential differences between Gabriel and

Troy. Moreover, the reader is conscious that the author is attempting to

impress upon him the "lesson in living" that may be drawn from the narrative,

and to do this the author generalhes the particular events of the

narrative so the reader will see their broader application~ This is, of

course, consistent \yith Hardy IS 8.ims in writing fiction as discussed in

chapter one.

Some of Hardy's comments sum~est a broader application than others~

The comment may amount to no more than a stetern':mt that some particul~.r

form of behavior :i.s not ulltwual. This is the C~8e with the comment on the

tone of Bold'Nooo.' s voice wlwn v at the sheep=\'!£whine pool t he first says

'JBathsheba": lITo say a li.ttle is often to tell more than to Bay a great

deaL Bold'ilood told eve:cything in that Vlord'l ~ 7 Tlw chief pUl'pootJ of

ofte:n
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strange & On other occasions the comment explains the behavior of a certain

kind of person by stating that w~at is tru~ of a certain character is true

of all thos~ of a similm' nature~ Boldwood's love for Bathsheba again

provides an example:

There was a change in Boldwood's exterior from its former
impa.ssiblenessj and his face showed that he was now living
outside his defences for the first time, and with a fearful
sense of exposure& It is the usual experience of strong
natures when they love&8 .

Tl~ broadest applicatio~ is found when Hffi~dy presents a generalized picture
-

of human behavior in a particular circumstance& Hardy uses this sort of

comment to explain the behavior of his characters. In this way the reader

is shown to what degree the particular conforms to' the general& Hardy

uses {;he following comment to explain Bathsheba is reaction to Boldwood' B

marriage proposal:

It appears that ordinary men take wives because possession
is not possible without marriage, and that ordinary women
accept husbands because marriage is not possible without
possession; with totally differine; aims the method is theo .
sa.me on both sides."-

Used in this way~ H~dy's comments and observat.ions reinforce his charac~

terizatioll; they explain the behavior of the characters, and at the same

time make it seem more probable by ,linking it with general patterns of

behavior. Also, these interjections remind the reader that what is

happening is pa~t of life; in other words s they broaden the scope of

the vision of life presente.d by t.he noveL

Authorial presence in Ear ~~th~~d~n&-91~vddoes not often
.

hc[''1'O a direct influence on the reaelerq,c; judgl'1ent of a charactel'o

Natttl~~11y~ Hm'dyt s expOfd tory comments e.bout the ch<:U'&Gters suggest that

the charactGl' in question de.serves sY'mp3.th:~r o:c p:Vi;y o:c scorn; but direct
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statementsab6ut a character's moral status are not commono Occasionally,

Hardy interjects some justification for or explanation of Bathsheba's

behavior; for example: "Bathsheha wasnot conscious of guile in this matter".

The behavior of the other characters requires less comment; yet once in a

wh:i.le, Hardy furnishes a word or a phrase to dil'ect the reader's sympathies.

Whon he speaks of the "outspoken honesty" o! Gabriel Oak, or says of Troy's

voice that "It Vias the voice 'of a trickster now", or merely laments

"Poor Boldwoocl", h,e is guiding the reader's jUdgment of the characters.

Also, he reveals himself as a personality. As the novelist, he is bound

to present a true picture of life i as it objectively appears to himj yet

in many of his coniments he reveals a sympathetic interest in the welfare

of the characters, and he seems saddened by their distress. Although he

does not constantly maintain this sympathetic relationship with the

charact~ers, when he does reveal it, the reader is led into a similar

sympathetic position.

The major contribution of the aut.horial intrusions examined thus

far has been in the area of characterization, but Hardy uses these intru-

sions for quite a variety of purposes. A close inspection of a comment

already cit.ed (p. 22) will Bhow that Hardy uses i.t for several functions

. at the same timf::

We discern a grand force in the lover which he lacks whilst
a free man; h~t there is a breadth of vision ;in th0 free man
which in the lover we vainly seek. Where there is much bias
there must be some narrowness, Hnd love, though added emotiop,
is subtracted capacity. Boldwood exemplified thiG to Em
abnormal degree~lO .

}:;m"lier we saw that Ha>:dy uses thi.s comment to explain Boldwood t s

beh.:.wior in attemIltillg to bribe Troy to le3ve BathBhebCl. The thematic
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relevance of the comment is apparent as it shows how different natures

react to the impact of strong emotions~ Moreover, the principle explained

here, that love "though added em?tion, is subtracted capacity", foreshadows

the outcome of Boldwood' s dealing with '1'roy in this particular situation,

as well as preparing the reader for Boldwood's ultimate tragedy. This

same comment makes yet another contribution to the novel, this time through

its tone. Hardy assumes a tone of objectivity, particularly in the first

sentence of the commento In this way the objective, almost detached,

narrator stands as a foil to Boldwood, who at this point is being led to

.humiliation by his overwrought passion. The difference in the ways Hardy

uses his presence in the story can be seen by comparing his cool, almost

analytical "We diGcerl1.•• •" to the lament "Poor Boldwood" mentioned

earliere This one comment~ then, has a bearing on. several aspects of the

no'rel~ Although many of the comments do not have the range of a.pplication

illustrated here, a close examination of almost anyone will show that

Rardy uses it for more than one purpose.

As !~ ~ro~ !~gd~ro~d progresses, the author's cownentary

accumulates to malee a definite statement on the :i.soue of love and marriage 11

the central issue in the noveL To understand the function of Hardy's

commentarysit is m.lcesGary to determine the relationship bet.ween this

statement £lnd the statement made by the events of the narrative on the

same issue. The narrative suggests that ne:l.ther the unheeding passion

which drives Bathsheba to Troy, nor the UJUlatura.l desperation of }3oldwood' f'.

devotion to Bathsheba, is 8.n adequate basis for the happy union of man and

Vlife~ By the end of the novel, however~ Oak~ wiser for his experience and

e8.rly :ni:::;fortune~ and Bathsheba i mellowed by her sufferj_ng~ have for each
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other a solid"lasting love. It has grown out of mutual respect and loyalty,

having in it as much friendship as romance. In general terms this is what

the events of the novel communicate; and, still in general terms, essen-

tially the same statement is made by Hardy's commentary. Even before

Gabriel has proposed to Bathsheba, Hardy has, iIi. his commentary, suggested

the possible benefit of this kind of union:

Love is a possible" strength in an actual weakness.
l/k:'U'riage transforms a distraction into a support t the
power o~ which. should be t and happily often is, in
direct proportion to the degree of imbecility it
suppla'rlts.1l

And at the end of the story, Hardy, after describing the relationship between

Gabriel and Bathsheba, comments that

This good fellowship" ~- camaraderie -- usually occurring
through similarity of pursuits, is unfortunately seldom
superadded to love between the sexes, because men and
women associate, l:1ot in their labours) but i.n their
pleasures merely. "Where, however, happy circumstance
permits its dev~lopment, the compounded feeling proves
itself to be th,~ only love which is strong as death -
that love which many waters· cannot quench, nor the
floods drown, beside which the passion usually called
by the name is evanescent as steam~l2

Although these disquisitions lack the vividness of the dramatized statemr;mt,

they bear eBsentially the same message, and are quite convincing.

An En~amination of what the narrative and the commentary each has

to say on the 6ame issue will further "illustrate the concurrence of the

t\'lO~ On the issue of B~thsheba's nim'riage to Gabriel, .both narrative

and authorial commentary make a statemento The narra.tive hUB shown

Bath,;;heba involved in two relationl3hips i .uei"ther adequate to support a

parmanen:: l.miono ~:he narratiVEl h28 also shown Gabriel to be free from

the c:ceSfiCS chJ)l~acteri'7.:ing Troy and Boldl'/ood~ H~d Bathsheba t.o be

mell.owed by her e;,;:p:":ci0nco/C,. Howev.::n', Borne of the statements about
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Bathsheba provide 8. moment's pause ~ If it remains true that Bathsheba

"had never taken kindly to the idea of marriage in the abstract as did

. 13
the majority of women she saw about her", and that "she had too much

understanding to be entirely governed by her womanliness, and too much

womanliness to u.se her understanding to the best advantage", 14 then

their marriage, although certainly of the l?-sting sort t will not be

altogether free from discord. Now in the commentary, Hardy describes

the combination o~ good .,fellowship and love, which characterizes the

relationship between Bathsheba and Gabriel\, as "the only love which is

strong as death". However, Hardy had no illusions about marriage, as

may be seen from the cynical tone of the following comment:

It may have been obaerved that there is no regular
path for getting out of love as there is for getting
in. Some people look upon marriage as a short cut
that way, but it has been known to failQ 14

Both the narrative and the commentary indlcate that Bathsheba and Gabriel

will be happy together. Indeed, Hardy seems to intend that marrying

Bathsheba should be the reward for Gabriel's patience al1d perseverance.

However, the final words of the novel show how the issue is left, as

Joseph Poorgrass observes:

I wish him joy 0' her; though I were once or twice upon
saying to=d&;)T with holy Hosea, in my scriptural manner,
which is my second nature) '~Ephraim is joined to idols:
let him a.lone." But since 't.is as .1 tis t why, it might
have been \'ior~e ~ and I feel my thanks accord~ngly.15

Although both the nmTntive and the commentary suggest some reason for

Joser'h' s misgivings t they also provide llssur·ance that the love between.
Bathsheba and. Ga1)1'iel will preYail~
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number of different purposes t but in most of his intrusions he is

directing the reader to make the desired response. The commentary which

accompanies the characterization is used sometimes to explain moti.vation,

sometimes to make the charactel'ization more probable, and sometimes to

influence the reader's judgment of a particular ·character. Other comments

that m'e not directly linked w:i.th character. broaden the scope of the novel

by introducing such elements'as architecture, Olympian gods, and the

beauty and fury o~. natur~. In these intrusions Hardy is present as a

personality, and often he seems detRched and analytical in contrast to

the passion of the chffi'acters. The diversity of interest and knowledge

indicated by the references and comments :Lritroduced extends the horizon

o"f the novel, and encourages the reader ·to think in terms of tj.me and

space far beyond the few seasons and t.he pastoral setting that border

the action of the nove1. Har¢ty has made similar use of his presence in

the earlier novels, and. in the later novels he continues, with some

changes and refinements, to use his presence in much the same wa.y and

for many of the same purposet>. E'3.ch novel,. however, j.s different, and

makes different requirements of the author and the reader. Consequently,

Hardy varies the naturem1d emphasis of his intrusions to stress tho

individua.l appeal of eaeh of the nmreJ.s.

, o'

novel from F~s~~_Jlnddin_&.22;:.~yd, and because of this the 8.uthorial

intrusions in it have different purposes to serve. To begin with, 'rhe

Y'efen"ed to ::'n the tiCLe.. ''::h8 novel .La domiEa1;sQ by the cl1CU'<lcter of the
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protagonist, Michael Hcnchard, and deals primarily'with the causes and

consequences of 'his actions. Ot~er charact.ers :Ln the novel are carefully

delineated, put none of them is presented with the depth and thoroughness'

of Hardy's portrayal of Henchard. Henchard's career, as traced in the

narrative, provides examples of several particular qualit.j.es of life. One,

the irony of human experience, was suggested in Far From the X~c!i.n~Crowd

a6 well as in other earlier novels; another, tile tragic element in human

experience, is also. present in novels from. the earlier part of Hardy's

career, particularly in The R~ill'n .£Uhe Native. In The l1a1.o1' of

·Casterbrj.;;.1~, however, the tragic and the ironic aspects of life are

closely linked and presented in a more sustained manner than in any of

the oa.rlicr novels. Host of Hardy's comments and observations in The

~£Xor o~a3t£rpr~~~ have to do with the central issues; with the nature

of life" as it is pictured in the story, and with the character of the

protagonist. ."

much of the authori8;l commentary is linkEicl with character delineDtioll,

with the characterization of Henchard and Elizabeth~·Jane attracting

the bulk of ·the comr:1entary. In the· case 0 f Henchard ~ HaTdy h[.ts used his

presence in the novel to develop and maintain the reader's sympathy for

HellCh-3.l'd, for much of the impact of the novel depends on just this

reactiorlc; Gilly insofar as the reader can be brought into sympathy with

Henchard will the account of his life and death seem to be of cOP.sequence.

III Henchm"d, H2..rdy has de~igned a character with whom most reader,,", feol

a bon-.:l of GYr.1pnth;y. He is not so villaincuf; that he outrages us, nor GO

would bf: be>;.; tel" th':lU he: is. Hal'd;y' G mistrust of appe~ranGes, diacU::JSed
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in chapter one, is as applicable to a man's character as to any other

aspect of life. Hence, in portraying Henchard, Hard;)' explains aspects

of his character which are not outwardly apparent. The complete picture

of Henchard includes both the obvious and the obscure, and Hardy uses his

presence in the novel to enSill'e that the reader sees the complete picture.

This is true of the other chC'u'acters in the novel also, but none of them

is as complex or 8,S interesting as Henchardj hence none requires as

much conmwnt and. f3xplanation. Besides Henchard, Elizabeth~·Jane is the

only character fully delinea.ted. Because her role is essentially passive,

much of the time she acts as a foil to more active and passionate

charac.te:cs. Henc(~, although Rerdy often describes her reaction to the

developments in the narrat:i.vei her behavior seldom requires much

explaz18.tion or evokes commentary 0

The a.uthorial comments accompanying the characterization of

Henchard are of val'ious sorts, but most of them have the effect of

softening the sternness suggested by his actions. In some cases Hardy's

comrnent ll1al"es a direct apr:>oal for the reader's sympathy. The follo\ld.ng

pa.ssage~ which accompanies the description of Hencharcl's melancholy on

disco'ferin8 that Eliz8,beth··'\Tane is not his daughter, is an Hxample:

"F'oI' the su.ffErings of that night p eng'endercd by his bitter disappoint=

ment, he might well have becn }Jitied. He \'{l-ls'like one who had half

. 16
fainted t PJld could neither I'(:Jcover nor complete the swoon". Other

COlliments p:::oesen t an expl:mation of Henchard f 8 behavior. Th:.::se 0xpla,in

to the reader the C9.UGe of a vicious thought or act; 1'30 that the rea.der,

by gaining a fulle1' understB'nf..:;n.g of Hel1Gh<'J.ra 9 is enabled pa.rtly to
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discourage Farfrae's interest in Elizabeth-Jane if he were to tell Farfrae

that she was the child of no proper rtlEu'riage. Hardy's comment here softens

the selfishness of the thought: .

There is an outer chamber of the brain in which thoughts
unowned, unsolicited, and of noxious kind, are sometimes
8.llowed to wander for a moment prior to being sent off
whence th(~y crune. One of these thoughts sailed into
Henchard's ken now. l ?

Often a mere word or :phrase interjected by Hardy has the salTIe effect. When

Lucet ta is near dea~hl Hench.'lrd is the only person who knovJs where her

husband, It'arfrae, may. he found; yet he cannot conv--ince anyone of his

·sincerity. At this poj.nt Hardy interjects "But alas for Hench8.rdj he had

lost his good nmnc: II •
18

Here, where I4ucetta and Farfrae are most obviously

in distress, Hcu:'dy, using H phrase with a proverb-li.ke ring, directs' thE!

reader's a.ttention amI sympa.thy to Henchard. Although these interject.ions

do not alter the gravity of Henchard' s actions, they do show rd.m in a

more charitable light. Consequently, he becomes for the reade:c more 811

object of pity than of censure.

In his comments on the other characters in. the novel, Harely uses

specific beho.vior of OIli') of his characters with the general pattern of

behavior of othoX's of a sim:Llar natm'e. The following passage combines

characterj.zation c.md commente..ry as :tt explains the change in EU:zabeth=

Jane's behavior when her' mother's reL:l8X'ria.ge t.o Hench.ard elevll1:eB her

social position: tlHer triumph wa.s teml)ercd by circumspection; she 'ha.d

still that fieldmouse fear of' the coulter of destiny dr:spite fair promi.s0 1

11l3..ve

".
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excluding him from a particular class of people. IIa!'dy explains Farfrae's

reaction to Lucetta's death in the following way:

There ar'e men Vlhose hearts ins'ist upon a dogged fidelity
too some image or cau.se thrown by chance into their keeping,
long after their judgment has pronounced it no rarity ~~

even the reverse, indeed; and without them the band of the
worthy is incomplete. But l"arfrae was not one of those. 20

'l'his sort of comment, used occasionally in The Hay<2£. of C~~bridge and

frequently in Far From the Maddil1R..Crowd, is only 0 once used in conjunction

with Henchard. When explaining why Henchard consulted ~r. Fall, the

weather-prophet, HeJ'dy observes "He was supersti tioua -- as headstrong

.nat1llro..s often a.1'e"021 \Vh G b . 1 B th h b d EJ' b th J.... ereas xa· r~e . i a sea, an ~ .J.za e =" ane are

several times dioscU6sed in terms of the general group they represent,

Henchill'd is alm0st never presented to theOreader in this contexto Instead,

Hm~dy compares him to particular individuals such as Cain and Samson, or

to an animal such as a buffalo, a tiger, or more frequently a lion~ '1"'he

result is that Henchard is more individualized; and his experienco, in its

depth and intensity, becomes a unique exaegeration rather than an ordinary

. representation of human expel~iei1!;e.

a.ppeal as tragedy. "Th~ HaX.C?r of ~erbridlI.s. approximates, as perhaps

no novel before or since has approximated I the experience of tragedy in

?2
its olden i in its Sophoclean or Shakespearean sense". - Hardy uses his

presence in the novel to intensify this experience of traogedy t particularl;y

to ChRX'Hcteriz0 Henchard as a tragic hero. '1.10 suggest the tragedy in

J;.lew::hard's cxper:irmce, Hm-cly compe..refi him to other heroes of tragic

dime!iSions. Job a.nd SHi'TlS0Xl and li'aust arc all munedo As Henchard 1 s
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experience is associated with theirs, it takes on gr'eater significance

and participates in the continuing human tragedy represented by these

figures. Besides these reference's, certain other comments and observations

by the author emphasize the element of trag~dy in the novel. The events

of the narrative show,Hanchard plagued by the results of his own faults,

not by a.n unjust society. Hardy's famous quotation from Novalis, although

it is applied directly to Farfrae, reinforc:s this interpretation. Hardy

explains Ferfrae's business success by stating "But IllOSt likely luck had

little to do with it. Chm>acter is fate i said Navalis, and Farfrae's

- 23
character was just the reverse of Henchard's". Hardy's comments and

the referenceE; he introduces increase Henchard' s pr.opo:etiol1i3 as a hero

and u:o.derscore the tra.gic aspect of life depicted in the narrativee

The vision of life presented -in Th..~ 11.!1vor of Casterl));:ic1R.~i as has

just been pointed out) emphasizes the tragic side of human experience.

Added to this there is an element of irony that plays a. major part in the

eveilts of the novel, and which Hardy emphasizes in his COITlr1Bnts and

observations. One or the best examples of Hardy using hiB presence for

this p~rp06e is foun'd when Hench&rd I imme'diateJ.;r after insisting that

Elizabeth-Jane change her nHme frollf Newson to Henchard, dj.scovers that

she is not really his daughter: "This iron:(.cal .sequence of things angered

him like all impish tX'ick from a fellow-creature. I"ike Prester .John' s~ his

2h
table had been s?l'e;:-~d I and infernal harpies had snatched up the foodll. I

Another example ShOWf3 that the irony existG not only as an acc:td<mt in the

sequence of.events, but even in the principles governing these avents.

Hardy int.erjects the following coument whon explainizJg why Henchard 1 after
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his misfortunes, eould not make another start:

But the ingenious machinery contrived by the Gods for
reducing human possibilities of amelioration to a
minimum -- which arranges that wj.sdom to do shall come
pari passu with the depm~ture of zest for doing -- stood
in the way of all thato He had no wish to make an a.rena
a second time of a world that had become a mere painted
scene to him,,25

Hardy's comment here shows how the tragic ~nd ironic aspects of life have

combined to frustrate Henchard. The image of the arena suggests the

combative nature "of Hendhard and of life as Hardy saw it; even the elevated

tone used here contributes a feclling of ~he consequence of the condition

described. In the. narrative, the irony and tragedy ar(~ woven together,

forming a basic part of Hardy'B vision of life in ~.'he 1'1a...yo1' of Caste1'bridJ£.s.

His comments and observations call attention to these asnects of life..
when they tu.rn up in the st?ry~ and also suggest their implication in the

rest of the novel and beyond~

eha.THeta!' and se11eral particular aspects of l:tfe. Insofar as he uses his

presence in t.he novel to direct the reade' is response to Henchard, 8o.l1d

to point out or explain the tragedy or irony in life, the commentary

employed is 3.11 GaSelltial part of the novel. Not 8.11 of Hardy's intrusions

play so critical a part.. When a situ~tion or event suggests it J Hardy

goes on to make the aPW'opriate generalization. From some examples of

}aiz,a!:18th- lTane t S mode ~3t beha.viol' t H8rdy concludes thBt 1I1)~O keep in the

rear of opportunit;y- in mattex'8 of indulgence is as valuahle a ho.bit- as

t 1 ... • ft •• t· . J ~.t • 'I 26
'0 r~{:ep =loreaG"G oJ. oppor"(;un~'Y :I.ll !!l8:C ~ers 01 encerpl":Lse •



up nearly as frequently as in Fa!" From...ihLHaddin/l. Crowd. The various

forms Hp..rdy's presence takes in The M8:Iq,r of C~~teJ:b~~ tend '1;0 concen-

trate the reader's attention on elements in the novel rather than spread

them to other subjects.

there are occasional evidences of clumsiness in Hardy's manner of

presenting materi.al. These are not the familiar comments or observations

of the author, although they do remind the reader of the author's presence •.
One section of dialogue between Elizabeth-·Jane and Farfrae i.n The HSIQl:

He. - 'You like walking this way ~ Miss Henchard ~ &."1d is
it not so'?' (uttered in his undula.tory accents, and with an
8,ppraising t ponderi.ng gaze a. t her).
She. ~ '0 yes. I have chosen this road latterly. I have no
great reason for it.'
He. - CBut that may make a reason for others.'
.§he. (reddening). ~. 'I don't know that. H;~r reason, however,
such that it is, is that I wish to get a glimpse of the sea
every day. t27

,Although the dramatic technique suggests the primness and conventionality

of the dialogue, it is so unexpected here that it draws tho reader's

attention away from what is beine said. It. is the more disconcerting

because it is not maintained through the conversation, as Hardy returns

to a conventional rendering of dialogue, without the italics for the

speaker's name cmd without th'3 stage directions. Hore intrusive are

the poetic selections Hardy sometimes inserts in the novels. In Far

Erom the l1addi.!l€L..9rqwd I the sound of the horse bearing l&ban Tall and the

news of Boldwood's fate is described as follows:

At last, when they were all weary, the tramp of 8, horse
was llcard iXi tlle distance ..,=-

F:J.r6t dead t CI,S if on 't't.u·f it t.rode ~

Then clR.tte:r:ine; on the v:LIIG.ge r06.d
In othEJr placG tP..an forth .he yorde. 28
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Although these lines of poetry do maintain the suspense for a few seconds~

they cause an unnecessro~y interruption, and' seem too affected for the

situation in the narrative. Ther,e a-re in t.hese. two novels, indeed in all

of Hardy's n~)Vels, occasional lapses in the Bmo~th advance of the story.

Although there are not enough of these to damage the novels seriously, they

are irritating when they do occur.

In Far From ~~Madd!ns Crowd, the author's presence is most notice=

able in the observations and comments Hardy interjects. Although most of

these deal with th~ main, theme of love, the somewhat diffuse nature of

the novel provides an opportunity for comment8.ry on a variety of issues.

'On the' othe'r hand, Tl].e H~~l8tel'b.!~idK~ has fewer instances of this

sort of comment I and Hardy's presence is most appar:ent in his explication

of th~' character of Hichael Henchard, and in'his comments on the tragic

and ironic aspects of life. In this caGe the author's preeence plays a

more .int·e~ral part in the novel, and interferes less with the narrative

than. when its function is primarily to provide extension or reinforcement

of themes suggested in the events. The dif'ference in the autho:tial

. presence in the two novels parallclG the essential differences between

the stories. ~=-Mayor of C~~rbri1se is a briefer more concentrated

novE'l~ and Hardy's presence in it makes it a11 even more :i.ntense study;

whereas FEU: F:;:gIl1_th;:: l1a~illlJE__Crc?"yld hns more variety of incident and

character, with Hardy's com~ents stimulating the reader to reflect on the

issues raised in the narrative.
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CHAPTER THREE

Hardy' B reputation 8.0 a. novelist. It is probably the best known of

Hardy I S i~ove13, and. is considered by man;'l the high point of his achieve-

ment in fictiOl1~ ..Yet in. mH~lY ways it is surprising that Tess i8 as fine

a novel as it is. The plot is a common onG, found in various forms in

foD: taleD Dnd 18gends~ I~1 it, an innocent,' beautiful peasant girl is

forced by the po,rerty 0:[ her fa':ilDy to r,lake her OWl} way in~~he world. She

is seduced by the rakish 80n of he::: employer, and spends the reE.it of h('r

life end\.U'ing the Gonse'1uencer: o.f this s'O!duction. Neitiler of thr' m")!J 1n

iB too fIillCh. of o. sta.ge ,tiJ.lain~ !~nd 'J~ess" s hJ,lSba,nd, /tngel'j aJ.tl1oubh I10t.

as st'~J.'eotyp,:!d as A] BC 1 is Gomcth:Lnij of a COlW01'.tionRl prude.

miIldedness 1)UCOTIle5 an indict~ent of ~n an~uBt society~

•
In tlle fl"e'";,>'iou:3 cha.l)t.:er it ~.rt.~:'...:::
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increasing their dimcmdons and making 1'ess the powerful novel it is.

Of course, Hardy's presence alone does not make a great novel of 1_~SSi but

it doe~s fi111ke an i.mportant contribution. There is in~ a greater

frequ8ncy of authorial commentary than in any of Hardy's other novelse

Horeover, the tone Hardy assumes in hi.s comMents in Tess is different

from that used in the eat'liar novelsj the reflective tone so often

exhibi ted in t.he other works has, in rrctgl" 'I.::hanged to one of indignation,

even revolt. The nu.mber and the tone of the comments make the reader

8.W8:.CC of the author's convicti.on and sincerity i and indicate the serio';ls~·

ness of his intention.

If Tess is to have the ir.Jpact on the reader Hm'd;;r desired, the

reader must be convir.ced that the ch3.cacters in the novel iU'8 in themselves

£dgllificanL This is, of course, pal'ticula-rly true of Tess hel'self", the

more so beca.use of heT inauspicious background and social positi on. To

pre:;nre thE; :ceHd(-:!r to accept· a simple countr:r girl as a tragic heroine,

Hardy cormn,:;nts on the digrd.ty of the country folk~ alld on the VELriety and

:i.nten:::d ty of their lives. Tl:d.s is cne of Hay'dy's favori.te tllcmt!!3, on(~

eve'lts ()f the deveJ.oping narrdt:i.ve as well9.S in th'J author' s C()L:1rEc;~ts I

l'la,Ey bes::,deE r'\rlgel have lea-ent that tric Pl9_g11itude of lives
iE nnt as to their. e:dernal d:i.sIllac-:;r.·0nt I hut H::.; to their
subjcct:L~re ;.:?icr;t:y~ie~i.CEl'3t lli21e i!l~~rc~jG5.(:.r~,~b)e lY32~8Dnt lea_df.~ c-\

lcl,.t'c'cr -j fl.111eJ: s 1;':01"'2 dr·sl~lf! tic li~."€l t..Ji9.n 't.118 p&cb.yde.c:n:::;.tol1S
k ;j'" 1
... ~t. -J.::'~J ~ -



Hardy even insists that any advantage in beauty that the ladies of social

refinement might claim is really the product of "Art":

A peasant girl but very ff10derately prepossessine to the casual
observer in her 'simple condition and attire, will bloom as an
amazing beauty if clothed as a woman of fashion with the aids
that Art can render; while the beauty of the midnieht crush
would often cut but a sorry figure if placed inside the field
woman's wrapper upon a monotonous acreage of turnips on a
dull day.2

<I) Uf'.--\Ut/\
Ll

I

rrhis comment opens the whole question 61' a.ppearcmces 1 suggesting that true

beautYi like true morality, is often misjudged by conventional attitud.es.

In these cases, Hardy has used his own voice to reinforce the statement

made by the na.rrative, to convince the reader that a lower social standing

should not prevent the characters from developing an interesting and complex

:t.ndividuHlity~

Clare's stay at Talbothay's Dairy dispels his prejudiGe against

t.he country folk, and it is enlightenment in this area which pro'li.des t.hf~

narrative bnse from which Hardy argues for the dignity of the rustics.

'Nlmt AnGel learns become s part of IIaTdy' s argument j for example, Angel' 8

experi8nce

had tat<.ght him how much less waB the intri!"16.ic differ'enG"?
between the good and wise worr.an of one social atrattlEJ, and
the good and wise ·,'IOlPc.n of another social stratum 1 than
b,~ tween the good ancl bad, the wise and foolish, a f the same
stratum or cla.ss. 3

From ~'esst 8 simply expressed but deeply felt emotions Ansel learned tl~.at

"WhHt Bre called <?-clvanc(:d ideas are rCHlly in gr,},sli; part but thE: lates~

fashion in definition --- a more accurate expression! b;)r words in. logy rll.d

II
cer_tl~ril::s't•

3r.K)othly :Lr;col'poratAd int.o tJw d8velopw.:nt: of



Angel's chctracter and the events of the narrative. Although an:r sensi.tive

reader would recognize that Hardy approved of the change in Aneel, the

realization he comes to is still'a necessary part of the developing plot,

since this alteration mu.st take place before Angel can even consider

marr;ying Tess.

This account of Angel's broadenil1.g outlook is reminiscent of

Hcu'dy's essa.y "The DQ1'setshire T>abourer", written eight years before Tes!:;.

In 'fact, in the novel H1.'U'dy has copied verbatim the section from that essay

in which he condemns the stereotyped misconception of the farm labourer,

nicknamed HodGe. In this pasooge Hardy explains thAt such a figure cannot

be found, that

He has been d.:'Lsintecrated into 8.' numbe::.' of va.ried fellow-
creatures -- beings of' Jr!cmy minds, beings infinite in
differenco; some happy, many serene, a ferl depressed) one
here and there bright even to genius, some stupid, others
wanton j others Rustere; some mutely Hiltonic, some pote!1tiall~r

Crof(:wellian; into men vlho had priva to views of each other, as he
[A,ngel] had of hj.s friendf5j who could a.pplaud or condemn each
other I amu:::;e (11' sudeteH thc)'1sclves by the conter,lplation c-f each
other's foibles or vicE:s; men everyone of whom walked in his
own indiviciua.l way the ::.'0a.<'I to dusty cleath.5

The eXl'ository natm.'e of thin p&.rp.2;r~ph J.3 p3.rtially diSGuised by it.s

natural developr.lent fron the situation in the narrative. Sti.ll, the

}J8.s[;age is cleD.}.'l~r another pal't of lIardy's atb:mpt to explain away any

pl'ej\l.(Ll.ce~:> the l'oade:' ndght have ag~1inst unsophistica.te-:1. country folk~

'I'lle co;r;plex. str.·ucture of the S/mtence I and Hard.y's use of b5.1'mcG end

Ir~. t(:~i.s CHE:c, }r.~l.rc1y



in the novel to make the point that the qua.lity of the experiences of

th? conventional fa.rm·-folk is not inferior to tha.t of the more sophisti-

cated. If the reader accepts this, then the characters and events of

the novel can bear the significance Hardy hopes they will carry.

Hardy· acpieves a similar result by showing the reader that the

humble and the great bear the same relationship to the universe. Hardy's

account of Te·ss's first view of the dairy a.t Talbothay's, and his comment

on this scene provide an example:

the sun, lowering itself behind this patient roi'l,
threw their shadows accurately inwards on the wall. Thus
it threw shadows of these obscur·e f!.nd homely every evening
with as much care over eveX':1 contour as if it had been the
profile of a Court beauty on a palace wall; co:r::ied them as
diligently as it had copied OlympJ.an shapes on marble fa9ades
10n8 ago, or the outline of Alexander, Caese..!', and t.h€ Pharaohs. 7

Hardy's observations here show the indifference of the cosmos to the power

and achievement of men, sugge,stin8 some of the vanity of man v s endeavour!.>

nnd linking the humblest labeurer and the proudest conqueror in their

mortality. Such comments reduce the exclusiveness of the traditionally

heroic, helping the reader to see in the uncultivated the potential for

significant experience.

;'lhat H.':J.rdy does for th8 country·-folk 8.8 C1. class, he <3.1so does feI'

Tees El.S aJ; individu.al. Some aspec.ts of the ch£lracterization of ':Pess 1)1:'e812n'l;

her strong sensitivity w:i.thout intorrllptin~ the norI'[).tive. During one of

exp:coElsing in hel~ own native phras8s -'~ assisted a littlfc by h.)J'.' Sixth

_... the acheof thG 8·Ce

Sta;ldard trflirdn[; .. - feelings which Iilight almost ha.ve becll caJ.lp.d thos'?

~ 1"...._. ~ ·,11 8of ;;iOC <..~ !I).•7,th •
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goes on to comment on these "feelilleS"~ he further characterizes Tess

as an extraordinary girl:

was strange t1).at they should have como to her while
more than strange·; it was impressive, interesting,

Not guessing the cause, there Vias nothing to remind
experience is as to intensity, and not a.s to
Tess's passing corporeal blight had been her mental

Also, by linking Tess's thoughts with those. of such thinkers as Jeremy

Taylor and Saint Augustine, Hardy shows that she is sensitive to the

same issues that ·have haunted the best minds of history. At the end of

"Phase the Second", for example, Hardy says 'of Tess that "8he ho,d Jeremy

Ta~llor's thought that some time in the fu.ture those '/illo had knol'm her

would sa:r: 'It is the -th~ the day that pO,or Tess Durbe~rfield died';

and there would 1J8 nothing to 'their minds in
- 10

t.he stfltementP •

Su.ch cOffilnentG suggest that Tess has thoughts and emotions unusual for

one of heT.' age [lEd station in life 0

In one sense i what hap}Jens to Tess is peculiar to her and to her

place in society; however t Hardy often pointG out that her experiences

are shared by much of hUEiEmity. In;:l.i3lliuch <:"8 Tess-' s experieEces l:Lr>J-:. her

with the ':;hole race i or in some cas'3S the female pE11't of it, theJ' are not

inferior to the e:>:p;::riellces of the more worldly and sophif;t:Lcnted. Often

Hard.y intrlides in the; novel to dir~:ct t.he rCHu·,;r to think of Tef:5G' s

experiencer; af", represent.~lt:Lve. In. descl'ibing '1~el3s! s att:i. tude towards
9

her new wa~' of' life at Talbothay' 01 Hardy statu:; that trThe irresiE:t::'blc,

univerr.';'3.1 s au.tOi:;ntic tendency to find sweet., pleasure sor.:cwrm:ce 1 which

thi.s



"Let the truth be told -- women do as a rule live through such humili-·

ations, and regain their spirits, and again look about them with an

';n·l.ere·<:.{-ed Aye" A.

l2 0 th .' h t 1 t' th ] t f• ~ ~v _. n ano' er occaslon, VI en con emp a lng, e resu_'s 0

Tess's experience with Alec at ~l'antridge poultry-farm, Hardy makes the

following observation:

But it had not been in Tess's power -- nor is it in anybody's
power -- to feel the whole truth of' golden opi.nions while it
is possible to profit by them. She -- and how many more --
might have h~onically said to God with Saint Augustine: 13
'Thou hast counselled a better course than Thou has permitted.

1~roughout the novel, Hardy uses his presence to generalize Tess's

'experiences, to point out that her misfortunes do reprer~ent the afflictions

whi.ch in most ,cases accompany the human conditicn. Hard;y has shown tha t

Tess, 8.8 a member of the rural working class and as an individual, is

capable of. intensely human and varied experiences which 8.1'e, in Hardy's

opinion, rich enou0h to be the subject of a tragic novel.

In lIm-dy's comments on the nature and purposes of fiction, diSCUSG'?d

'in chapter one, he expres,sed the hope that his works would provide "mental

enleugement" by showinG tho reader a true pIcture of life. In !~, this

vision of life. js pre,sented primarily in the descr:'Lption of the heroine's

expericllces , which the reader is directed to co:ns:Lder HS represent8.tivc.

Often Hard:r gees OH0 step further, specifying the characteristics of

life exer;ipli ficel in his na:crative. Time and again throughout the nove1,

Hardy I in bitter tones, tells the roader that l:i.fe is R painful experienci':.

After describing the plight of the Dm.'beyfield childr-en, c10jJend(~n'~ on

"imrrovid.ent pa:-ents fo:r: their well~bej.n~, Hardy states that ".some peo}Jle

would like to kno'J! I'!helK~e the poot Wh05l'i philosophy is in these days
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his authority for speaking of 'Nature's hal;! plan'~ - Frequently in the

novel Hm"dy interjects ouch observations on the nature of human experience:

In the :i.ll~judged execution of -the well~-judged plan of things
th~ call seldom produces the comer, th,e man to love rarely
coincides with the hour for loving. Nature does not often
say 'See!' to her poor creature at a time when seeing can
lead to happy' 'doing; or reply 'Here! I to a body's cry of
'Where?' till the hide-and-seek heB become an irksome,
outworn game. 15

Nen are too often hClrsh with women they love or have loved;
women wi t.h men. And ye t the se hcll'shnesses are tenderness
itself when compared with the universal harshness out of
which they grow; the hm'sruless of the position towm'ds the
temperament, of the means towards the aims, of to-day towards
yesterday, of hereafter towards to-day.16

The bitt.erness of Hardy's tone, almost as much as the content of the comrnents,

61..iggests the calcunitolls nature of life repre~ented by Tess's misfortunes.

As Hardy draws the reader's attention to the unhappy conditions

that plpgue U.f(l on this "blighted star", it is natural that the reader

should look for some explanation of this condition in the account of

Tess's r.iisfortunes. Both the pathoi3 of the events 8.nd the authori,al

comments on th0 events create in the reader a desire to Y.110','.' why such

things ha.p}JEm. In his coup-!entn and observations lIaX'dy pres,~nts Geveral

pOGsi,ble answers to the qnestioning reader. - Han~r times in the novel,

R~i.l'dy suggests tho:!.: Ee") i_uauspiciou.s course .of events has in Borne way' been

directed by fate. Early in the novel he sEI.ys of TesiJ that "Dhe ha1 hoped

t.o be a teacher at th9 school, but the fates seened to d(:cide othel'vdse" I

and upon h"'1' EU'riv8,l at }"'lintcumb~.c~sh he states that "'l'here seemed to b:"

po help fo:c it; hither she V:D,s dGGIiH,'d to como", In other situatio1'\F
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of social cenSlU'e:

Hor~over, alone in a desert island would she have been
wretched D.t what had ha:pp~ned to hoI"? Not Greatly. If
she could h'3.ve been just created, to d.iscover herself as
a spouseless mother, with no experience of life except
as the parent of a nameless child, would the position have
caused her to'despair? No 1 she would h8.'1e taken it calrnly,
a..l1d found pleasure therein. Host of her misery had been
generated by her conventional a:spect~ and not by her innate
sensations.'i7

Shqrtly after this Hardy aGain sugeests society's p.'3Tt in causing Tess's

distress: "But for the \vor Id' s opiilion these experiences would have been

simply a liberal education". Of course, Hardy places a measure of the

responsibility at the feet of the individual concerned. When Tess fails

to cw.'ry through her pla.'1 to l)eti tion J'..ngel ~ s parents for help, Hardy

obser'lies that "She wont her wa:f without knowing that th(~ greatest rn,Lsfor··

tune of heT.' life was this feminine loss of courage at the last and critical

moment" ~ In some COl;llnerLts, H[u'dy t instead of attempting to explain the

reason for !3ttffering, mentions thE: inadequ8.cy of religion to provide an

explanation or a remedy for huma.n tribulation. When Tess i;; seduced by

Alec j Hardy comment,s

Eu t 1 might some [my t where ViaS TeE:fj' s gua:cdipJl [,;J:J.z;e 17
Whel'(~ Viar.-; the providence ·of her simple Is.ith? Perhaps!
like tInt ether £;;0.::1 of whom the ironicBl Tishbi.te sro]~e i

he vms tRl1~in£j I or he waf"; pursu:ixg'i or he WeU.:i in a joul'uey J

O!.' he I':a::::; slee-pine; and not to be n'.valwned. 18

The bit terneEis of the question and the iron~! of thf1 answer show ho'.'!

ineffect.U.'ll the cl8SU1.'3D.C8G· F'ovided b;y l'eh.gJ..on SlC;Cn: to HfH'cly. In aJ.l

of these com:'18nts c•. nd observation::"; Ectrdy sUGgests, and fJOf::8timeG rejcGts 1

..\._
..... :...,J
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by the narrator.

On some occasions Hardy seems self-conscious about his presence

in-the narrative. The comments made at such times are often presented not

as the author's own, but as those of a certain portion of the population

which lIard;,!" refers to as "some people". These comments are introduced:_

"Some people would like to know • ", or "Hight not some say • •• ", or

"Some people might have cried • • ". . Once, when speaking of Angel Clare g

Hardy even denies that the opinion attributed to the vague "some" is

the same as his own: "8ome might risk the odd paradox: that with more

animalism he would have been the nobler man.' We do not say it".19 In

spite of Hardy's denial, the opinion expressed here and the opinions

expressed in other comments so introduced are in harmony with the genel>al

philosophy he presents in the novel. Opinions introduced this way would

seem to come from some objective sou~ce outside the novel, hence would

seem free from any prejud:i.ces the narrator might have about characters

and situations of hir; own inventions, Horeover? by attribu j;: rtf: such

ideas as the l)Ossib:l1ity of Angel being 8l1.tlobled by more "Dnimal<r;::,l' to

this vaeue IIsome", Hardy may be attempting to protect himself from the

outra~ed reaction of "respectable" readers" In these cases? Hr;l,rcly suggests

a po.rticulHT reEI)On8~1 to the r(~adcr without committing hiJ:JSelf to it. In

this wa~'i the question is left openj th8 reader C[,_l1DO'c ignoro the

suggested upir,ion, ;yet 3,d r~orE' likely to make his arm l~esponse than he

would b(~ if the opinion \"81'e expresi3ed E'eS t.he author's conviction. N6-veX'on

•theler-;.s~ .; J ._v .':.~;nooth ',V 3.y
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In a discussion of the effect of Har~y's intrusions it is necessary

to consider the .placing of these intrusi.ons in the narrative. In some

cases the timing of an intrusion makes an important contribution. When

Tess first meets Alec, Hardy interject~ two paragraphs of commentary

emphasizing the importance of this mee~ing, and suggests its fateful

consequences in terms of "anxieties, disappointments, shocks, catastrophes,

and...R~_ssing-strangedestinies".20 . In this .situat;i.on Hardy does not wait

for a natural break in the narrative flow, but interjects his comment

right at the time of the event; hence the comment is mqst effective in

,emphasizing that particular event. On' the otlllir hand, commentary is often

found at natural b:ceaks in the story, such as at t1;le beginning or the end

of one of the phas(~s or movements in which tJ"le book is written. In fact,

the first three phases conclude with'comments by the author. At the end

of phase one, entitled "The Maiden", instead of a description of the

seduction, the reader finds a discussion in indignant tones of the injust-

ice of it. Here Hardy is able to avoid a very delicate part of the

narrative i and at the same tiJ1ie suggest a response to this important event.

In the final sentence of tis comment Hardy speaks in general terms of the

significance of what has happened to Tess: . "An immeasurable social chasm

was to d.ivide our heroine's personality thereafter from that previous. self

of hers who stepped from he~(' mother's door to try her fortune at T;C'antridge

poultry·•• farm ll
•
21 Similarly, Hardy is present at the end of phase,two.

In the final cllapter of the second phase Hardy descriQ~Q 'J,'!=!ss's reactions

•to hal' experiences and adds a good deal of hioG own commentary ~ endj.ng..-z.-----._..,~__~~ ...._._ .. ._._

the chapter and tlB.t pha.se with an explanation of Tess's "irrllincib1e
....- -
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instinct towards se1f-de1ight ll
• Phase three, like phase one, ends with

----- ----~- ---r--/-....-----.-------

a comment on the importance of w4at has just transpired and a hint as to

what will fq110w: ". . . something had occurre.d which changed the pivot

of the universe for their two natures; • A veil had been whisked

aside; the tract of each one's outlook was to have a new horizon thence-

22forward -- for a short time or for a long". In such instances Hard;)'

takes advantage of a natural break in the narrative to talk to the reader

about what has happened and what is'about to happen, and to give the

reader himself a chance to reflect. The comments may also help to bridge

a time gap, as they do at the end of phase one when about three months

pass before the narrative is resumed. They also suggest tha.t the phases

are all linked together in an almost inevitable chain of events. Cemments

pointing out the importance of events and suggesting their consequences

appear" niore frequently in the first part of the novel, as Hardy directs

the reader's attention t.o those early events that shape Tess's destiny.

In choosing the place to interject a cOiwnent, Hardy controls the pace

of the novel, and c~n use the pause in the narrative for emphasis or

explication, or for any of the other uses he makes of his commentarYe In

this way, the timing of the intrusions, as well as their content, is used

by Hardy to direct the reader's responses to the v8Tious elements of the

novel.

Tens makes its greatest impact on t.he reader's emotions; still,

there are certain el.ements in· the novel which make a. strong a.ppeal to the
.
rev.cler's mind. Although the themes presented in the narrative suggest

certEd,n phiJo8ophic questions, it is chiefly Hardyt s edito!'ial comments
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that direct the reader to make 8. thoughtful. response, and maintain the

reflective tone .of the novel$ These comments form a context for the

events of the story, and as the reader follows the action of the plot,

he natlU~ally thinks of the events in terms of the concepts provided by

the authorial comments and observationso Hardy submits the following as

part of his discussion of wl~ Tess should attract Alec rather th8~ a more

suitable lover:

We may wonder whether at th,e acme and summit of the human
progress t'hese ana.chronisms will be corr eGted by a finer
intuition, a closer interaction of the social machinery than
that which now jolts us round and along; but such completeness
is not to be prophesied, or even conceived as possible~23

Both the questioning manner of the presentation and the speculative, 'abstract

nature of what is said contribute to the reflective tone of the novel.

Hardy's references to the beliefs of various poets and thinkers also

encouragE:! the reader to think and question" Chapter fifteen begins with

just such a reference and Hardy' s comment on it: "' By experience,' says

Roger Aschem ~ 'vie find out B.short way by a long wanderil1g I Cl Not HeIdorn

that long wandering unfits us for further travel~ and of what UB6 is ou.r
, 24

experience to us then?". Several times in ~E Hardy follows this pattern,

citing all "fJ.uthority" only to dismiss it whE!n it is disproved by 1th0

events of the nove], which he offers as a true represent&..tion of life.

Hardy provides a.nother example in his description of Tess's distress:

e to Tess, as to not a few millions of others~ there
was ghastly satire" in the poetis lines -~

Not in utter nakedness
But trailing clouds of glory do we comee

To her and her like, birth itself was an ordeal of degrading
personal compulsion, whose gratuitouf.ness nothing in the result

. seemed to justify, and at best could ~mly pallinte. 25



By suggesting· that the poet's vision is mocked by the experience of

millions of people, Haxdy would certainly outrage some of his readers.

In such comments, Hardy challenges popularly held opinions and beliefs,

and intentionally provokes controversy. In these comments, in the

references he introduces, in choosing expressions like "an unsympathetic

First Caus9", and even in the angry or refl~ctive tone of his voice, Hardy

goads his readers into thinking seriously about the issues discussedo

In his pre~'ace to. the 1892 edition of ,~, Hardy wrote: "Let

. 26
me repeat that a novel is an impression, not an argument"o If we

accept this, then we should not look for the consistency and precision

of a logical argument in the stat.ement made. by the noveL An impression

j.s based more on inspiration and insight than on logical reasoning; .

hence it would be more appropriate to ask whether lIardy's observations

have the conviction of inspiration, than whether they form a consistent,

logical thesis. This approach, however, is in some ways unsatisfactory.

The authorial interest in philosophic issues stimulates the reader's

intellectual faculties, and encourages him.to examine what he reads, to

determine whether it does mwce any sense or order of the issues treated.

Moreover, the reader is·moved by the pathos of Tess's suffering to look

for a. reason or an explanation of why this should be~ Hardy's discussion

of individual responsibility, socia) responsibility, and the influence of

fate does not provide an adequate answer, and sometimes even seems

contradictory" The reader finds himself in .the same quandary that

'prompts Tess to say to AngeJ.~ "1 shouldn't mind learning why -,-. why

the .sun do shine on the just and the unjust alike. But tha.t's what
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books will not tell me".27 That Hardy does not provide answers for all

the" questions raised in the narra~ive and in the commentary, may seem

frustrating for the reader inasmuch as the thoughtful tone of so much

of the novel might lead him to expect some definite statement on the

issues raised. On the other hand, even without presenting defjnite answers

to these questions, Hat'dy probably succeeds in presenting to the reader

"a lesson in li.ving".. Moreover, some 0 f the se quest.ions are una.nswerable,

and this is the reason lor much of the bitterness and sadness that i.s

evident in the content and tone of Hardy's comments ..

The "reader's attempts to find some order or pattern in Hardy's

comments in Tess are further frustrated by the way Hardy uses certain

terms.. \Ve would not, in a novel, expect to find words like "fate" ell'

"nature" defined, but we would flxpect that their meaning should be made

clear by their context. One of the most troublesome terms Hardy uses

in Tess is "nature". On two occasions Hardy speaks of the unhappiness

resulting from the love the other milk-maids, Marian, Izz, and Retty,

had for Angel. He says that "They writhed. feverishly under the

28oppl'essiveness of an emotion thrust on them by cruel Nature's law",

and that"they were simple and innocent girls on whom the unhappiness of

unrequited love had fallen; they had deserved better at the hands of

Fate" .. 29 It seems that both "Fate" and IlNature's law" are being held

responsible for the same suffering, and we wonder whether Hardy is

using two different terms to refer to the same fore8o Th:ls interpretation

is reinforced when Hardy states that "Natw'c does not often say 'See! I

to hej~ poor ~~
0 .... \VhCJ.l seoing to happy
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for he goes on to explain this unhappy situation in terms of the

"crass obtuseness" and the "malaqroit delays" of events, terms that have

a fe.ta.listi~ ring. Whnn Hardy refers to "shame.less Nature" or "the

vulpine slyness of Dame Nature", the force he is describing is clearly

antagonistic; yet its role is not always the same. In explaining Tess's

low. spirits, Hardy states that they were "based on nothing more tangible

than a sense of condemnation under an arbitrary law of society which had

no foundation in Na.ture ll \3 l Nor is·this the only comment in the novel

which suggests that much humlJl1 suffering is caused by the disparity between

the rules of society and the laws of nature. In these situations, it is

not the laws of nature, but the rules of society which are being blamed

for the suffering. Because, in Hardy's comments, nature seems at one

point indifferent, almost antagonistic, and at another sympathetic to

'l'ess's search for happiness, it is that much more difficult for the reader

to make sense of the message presented in the author's intrusion,sn

T.his criticism does not, of course, destroy the novel; yet? it cannot be

dismissed entirely on the grouTlds tbat Tess is a work of fiction, and. .~_..-
hence not subject to the rules governing logical arguments. The authorial

i.nterest in, and cUscussion of the eoncept.s a.nd principles illustrated in

the story expose the novel to criticism which nlight otherwise be invalid.

In spite of this we&.YJ1ess~ is a great novel, and Hardyv s

presence contributes to its .greatne.r;s. In t.he commentax'Y t the observations,

and the other e'Fidences of the au.thor ~ s presence, the .reader sees a

ref1ec tion of H!;~rdyt s pel'sonali ty. In T~ 1 Hardy shoWG himself to ho.v0

a philosopl1ic turn 0 f 111i 11d 1)])18 conside,rEtb10 ei.';ud:L ti011i> III thB spac-e
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of one page at the beginning of chapter fifteen, he quotes Roger Ascham,

Saint Augustine, and Jeremy Taylor. Many of his comments reflect a

compassionate nature which can, ~owever, be aroused to indignation or

bitterness by the unpleasant truth he has to telL For the most part,

the reader feels himself under the guidance of one who is in touch with

the more grievous elements of life, one who sees clearly the complexity

and the trage'dy of the human condi.tion~ and who presents his vision in

a compassionate, sympathetic manner. The emotional impact of the narr.ative

makes the issues more significant and gives them life; Hardy uses his

presence to direct the reader's attitude ·towards what is presented, to

develop and explore the issues, and to relate the events to the larger

realm of human experience. In this way Hardy's presence mm<es reading

the novel a riche!.' experience, an experience which provides just the sort

of "mental enlargement" Hardy always attempts to supply.
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CHAPTER FOUR

\1hen Jude the Obscure \vas published in 1895, the reading public

\'las familiar with Hardy's fatalism and hi.s tragic vision of life. Horeover,

in~, they had seen him as a critic of many of the conventional aspects

of society~ Nonetheless,,~generated a violent response from readers

and critics alike. More than anythulg else, it was Hardy's frank treatment

of the sexual issues in the story that caused the storm, and prompted critics

to condemn its. "immorality" and "coarseness ll • This seems ironic nO\1, as

most current readers ,(10uld probably agree \v:tth Hardy's O\<ffi assessmenh

that Jude "makes for morality more than any other book I have written".l

Jude "makes for morality" by telling the story of the conflict between

sensitive, passionate natures and the cruelty of conventional institutions.

Many of the pleasanter elements, such as the quaint rustic characters and

the realistic descriptions of landscape and customs, w~tch lent charm and

vi.tality to Hardy's other novels 9 even to the tragic ~l2.' are not to be

found in Jude. Also, the plot is developed vlithout much of the su,spense,

the imraveling of mystery, and the dramatic revelation that characterize

his other novels. Jude is, as Hardy states in the preface to the first

edition, a.n account of "a deadly war waged between flesh and spirit ll •
2

In Te~, Hardy speaks out against narrow morality, but primarily

11e attempts to prE,sent a view of Hie \-Ihi<:h ',volJld provide mental enlargement,

or a les80n ill life. In ~ud~, how{~veI'~ Hardy aims more specifically',

60
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_co~denming particular abuses. To do this he often uses elements essential

to the narrative: the plot, the characters, the dialogue. Jude j.s, in

fact, close to being on expository essay whose argument is developed through

the traditional tecmliques of fiction. It is a tribute to Hardy's skill

as a novelist that Jude is as interesting and as -artistic a novel as it

is, consi.dering the polemical load he asks it to carry. There seems little

doubt that, in spite of H~rdyis denials, he intended that ~ude should

outrage many of his readers, for it dealt "lith issues that were already

made controversial by the production of Ibsen's plays in England and by

the famous Parnell case. ~Tude is set apart from Hardy °s other novels

both by the degree of its concern with topic,:\l social issues, and by its

use of the na~('rative elements of the novel to present its statement on

these issues.

Although the plot, .chm'acters and dialogue of Jude are used by

Hardy to express various ideas, he continuee to express himself in the

point-blank man.ner of interjected comments and observations. In thHse

intrusions, he may discuss one of the themes of the novel, cOffilnent on

tho d:trecti.on or development of' the plot, explain the behavior of a

charact.er, C\'J: use hi.s presence i.n any of the ways already illustrated

from other novels. For exampJ.8 t Hardy makes the following comment on the

. initial fru.stration felt by young Jude in his studying: "Somebody might

have come along that way \-lho would have asked him his trouble i and might

have cheered hj_Ul b;y saying that his notions 1I10re further advanced the.n

those of his grEwMarian. But nobody did comE;, because nobod.y does • 113. .
'J:he finality- of the last statement f';llggests tIle outcofae of
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Jude's aspirations even more vividly than Hardy's early comments in Tess

foreshadow Tess's calamities. I.9.ter in the novel, when \.Tude first kisses

Sue; Hardy i.ndicates the importance of the event, stating "The kiss was

4
the turning point in Jude's career". And when Jude looks for \-lork in a

Christminster stone-mason's yard, Hardy makes this observation about the

stones that lay in the yard:

These \'Jere the ideas in modern prose which the lichened
colleges presented in old poetry. Even some of those
antiques ndght pave been called prose when they were new.
They had' 'done noth:i.llg but wait, and had become poeticaL
How easy to the smallest building; how impossible to most
men.5

Here Hardy i_ntroduces ,,[hat he calls "the modern vice of unrest" by using

the Christmi:nster bu:D,dings b.a a foil for the emotional tvrmQil of Ju.de~

In these passages and in others like them, Hardy is using his presence in

JUde in the same manner and for the same ptITposes as in the other novels.

In spite of this similarity, there are several aspects of Hardy's

intrusions in Jude that are noteworthy, the first having to do with his

comments on Sue. In the other novels Hardy's comments on the thoughts or

8,ctiollS of a character often genel'alize the specific behavior of the

characters, making the acti,on seem more plausible, and adding to its

significance by broadaning its application. In this way, Bathsheba becomes

a representative of e.ll strongn,w:Uled wpmenj Gabriel Oe.k behaves like all

patient men; and Tess 's ~orro\<ls are 'those of a \</hole cl8..8[:; of society;

often, Hardy suggests, of all hUmalJity. Sirililarly, ~Tude :i.B described as

being Hlike all nmlc:omert;" t
6

or tIli1<0 enthusiasts :i.n general!!. 7 Sue,

hOHever v is never referred to in thh; vl8.y; at least, not in the first part

of the noveL Her behavior and her feelings are hers alone tmt:Ll Ha:r-c1y
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reaches the sixth and final phase of his account. It is only when Sue has

reJected her freedom of thought and emotion and become conventional, that

Hardy generalizes her behavior. An example of this occurs when Sue n~kes

an incomplete confession to Phillotson of hel" final meeting \·li th Jude:

"She had been intending to say: 'I called him my darling love'. But, as

a contrite woman always keeps back a little, that portion of the scene

remained untold!l.8 Earlier in the novel, wh~n Sue was first married to

Phillotfion, she made a similar incomplete confe88ion of indiscretions she

committed with Jude~ On this occasion, although Hardy.draws the reader's

attention to the omission in her confession, he says nothing to generalize

hE!r behavior. In this ,,,ay' Hardy does not c:o.mpromise his characterization

of Sue.as a highly individual and quite unusual person; and the general~

ization, when it comes, emphasizes her chffilge to conventionality.

In his novels, Hardy .often uses his presence to reinforce the

various themes presented in the narrative. Since, in JUd~j there are

four weddings, tHO divorces, and two abortive attempts to marry, it is

not surprising that many of Hardy' 8 inter~iected comments have to do with

marriage and its effects on those involved. Xn Far From the Maddip&

. Cro'</d, Hardy i.ncluded many comments and observations on a similar theme,

'but "lith the difference that these ,.,rere illore often about cO'urting and

flirting a.nd the general behavior of men and 'ilomen towards each other;

whereas in ~ude, Hardy c~nments more directly on the contract and

institution of marriage. Boreover, the comments in l'-'aE.E..£!!!..!he.-..1:!~~

£!:.~ are usually not as biHeX' in t.one as those :I.n JU.de. For example i

in !!~, after reporting the marriage "01;/8 taken by Arabella and Jude,



Later in the novel, Hardy describes Arabella and Mr. Cartlett

The bitterness and cynicism of these remarks suggest the attitude

Hardy, with wry ironY9 observes that lI\&lhat viaS as remarkable as the under-

taking itself was the fact tha,t nobody seemed at all surprised at "lhat they

s\'lOr'e" •9

at the vlessex Agricultural ShO"'1 in the following mallner: jlAnd they left

the tent together, this pot-bellied Ilk'ill and florid woman, in the anti-

pathetic, recriminatory mood of the average husband and wife of Christen-

d II 10om •

to matrimony Hardy presents in ~~, and are reminiscent of the tone of
.

some of his severest comnients in Tess. These intrusions form a continuous

thread of commentary, 'keeping their theme before the reader and sustaining

c/, cynical tone.

',¥Even wj~thout these intrusions, the reader would notice the issues

presented and the moral questions arising fr'om the narrative. The instruc-

tive purpose of the novel is suggested by a note entered in Hardy's journal

a feltl years prior to the publication of ~1~_~: "April 28. A short story

of a yOWlg wan -~ 'who could not go to Ox.ford ' -- His struggles and

ultinate failure. Suicide. ~lere is something in this the world ought

11to be sho\\ln, and I am the one to show it to them". Inasmuch as this

is the original idea that grew into J_ude, it is apparent that Hard~-'s

purpose is at least partly didactic. Moreover s :tn the postscript to his

preface t Hardy uses the term "fable" to describe ~~~ further indicati.ng

its exemplary natu.re e As already mentioned, even 'the narre,tive elements

of the novel serve the instructive purpose, and as they do so, the reader

becomes aware of the author I s presence in them. For exampltl, often the

dia.J.ogue bet...leen SHe and Jude becomes little more than a veh1cle by 1;lhich

Hardy I s ideas are presented to the reader. '1'he conclusion Jude draws a.t
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excessive regard of parents for their O~l children, and their dislike of
,

other people's, is, like class feeling, patriotism,' save~your-own-soul-

ism, and other vi:rtues, a mean exclusiveness at bottom".12 Hardy uses

, the following speech, 'one of Sue I 8 many on the sub ject of marriage, to

further debate a key issue:

If the mexriage ceremony consisted in an oath and signed
contract between the parties to cease loving from that day
fort4ard,. in cQnsideration of pex:sonal possession being given,
and to avoid each other's society as much as possible in
public, there would be more loving couples than there are
now. 13

Sue's speech here expresses the same cynicism e,nd uses the same s;1'ntax as

the comments Hardy himself interjects. As the voice of the narrator merges

\!lith the voices of the characters, it loses some of the distinctiveness

which ,Hardy uses in other novels as a foil to the voices of tho characters.

This, of course, allO\'ls Hardy to place more emphasis on the ideas he is

dealing with, but, unfort1.ma.te}y, at the expense of characterization.

Speeches such as the one cited above 9 and there are many in tJud.~9 lack

the spontaneity of natural dialogue. The'y are BO weighted with polemics,

and their syntax is 50 formal that the reader feels he is listening to a

lecttu'e rather than a conversation.

The reader becomes even more aware of Hardy's polemics in the'

dialogue when the narrative situation does not require the clarification

or elaboration previcled in the speeches. Occasionally such speeches occur

where they are not only unnecessary 9 but even improbahle. In the finD,l

phase of the novel, Jude, "lith his family 9 returns to Christminster. The

fact that he does rehll'n \lith his early dreams shattered makes ih, G'i!l1
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statement on his course of action. But Hardy adds to this the unlikely

d~veloprnent of Jude, ~lith a pregnant wife and three children, addressing

a long speech to a crowd of people who are standing in the rain to watch

the academic }:l!'ocession. Jude's speech here continues for a page and a

half, with only two brief jnterruptions. The first sentence from three

of the paragraphs of the speech \"/ill show the general tone and content

of what he has to say:

It is a difficult question, my friends j for any young
man -- that question I have to grapple with, and which
thousands are \-.reighing at the present moment in these
uprising times -- whether to follow uncritically the
track he finds himself in, withou~ considering his
aptness for it, or to consider what his aptness or
bent may be i and reshape his course accordingly •
• ;tfl.~i}.C' •••••• ~ •• #D.# •••••

However it was my poverty and not n~ will that consented
to be beaten • • • .
• • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • Q • • • • • • • •

I may do some good before I am dead -- be a sort of
success as a frightful example of what not to do; i111d

60 illustrate a mo~al story.14

Here Jude is COITffilenting on his own career in much the same way Hardy

himself often comments on the history of some other character. At one

point, Jude is even detached enough to imagine that he might Hillustra.te

a moral story". Although it is natural that ~lude's return to Christ-

m.i.nster Bhoulcl prompt him tb reflect upon t:he direction of h:ls life 9 the

length and tone of his discourse as \'lel1 as its na2:ratj.ve context make it

difficult to accept as a natural deyelopment in the story. However, what

Jude says provides an appropriate drmving together of themes before the

final phase of the action. At this point, 8l1d in this novel, it is more

Important to Hardy that the speech should fit the thematic context than

that it should seem a convincing na.:crative development.
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The more Hardy uses the dialogue of the characters to communicate

his themes, the less the characters seem to exist as characters in their

own right. Although Sue, Jude, and PhiJ,.lotson suffer from this treatment

in varying degrees throughout the novel, it is Father Time whose individ~al-

ity is most inhibited by the role he is required to play. So often when

he speaks, he merely echoes ideas and tones that seem as much Hardy's as

his own. vlhen Sue first meets him, she asks whether she and Jude look

like his father and mother. He answers tlWell, yes; 'cept he seems fond.
of you, and you of himll •

15 Later at the flO\ver sho\'1, he comments "I

should like the flowers very much, if I didn't keep 011 thinking they'd be

16all withered in a fe\'/ days". These comments convey ideas that Hardy

has expressed in many novels and in various ....'1ays, often i.n his o\>ln voice;

in Jud.e, Father Time is one more method Hardy emplo:ls to commmdcate his

ideas.

Hardy further evidences his presence in~ in the many quotations

he introduces. Most noticeable are those that he selects to introduce each

of the six parts of the noveL These eight quotations, (he uses two for

"Part Second" and "Part Sixth",~ come from such diverse sources as Ovid,

Brm·ming, and the Apocrypha. Some of these introduce the general issue

treated in that part, such as the follo\'Jing quotation :i.ntroducing "Part

First": IlYea, many' there be that have rtm out of their wits for \Vomen,

and become servants for their slli(es. Many also have perished, have erred,

and sinned, for women•••• a ye men, how can it be but women should be

9trong, seeing they do thus? .,,~, ESDRAS".17 This foreboding pr-elude to

"Part First" introduces an issue that is the basis of JlHlels involvement

...Iith Arabella and which remains important th:l.'otlghout the novel. The
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quotation introducing "Part Fifth!! points to the basic conflict in the

novel t the conflic·t between flesh. and spirit: lIThy aerial part, and all

the fiery parts which are mingled in thee, though by nature they have an

upward tendency, still in obedience to disposition of the tm:i.verse they

are overpowered here in thl1'$ compound mass the body. M. ANTONINUS (Long) II .18

These references are, like Hardy's own comments, a way of channeling the

reader's attention. Since most of them deal with the issues and themes

developed in the novel, they direct lha reader to think of the events in

such terms. By quoting such \olr:i.ters as Milton, Ovid, and Sappho, Hardy

i.ncreases the significance of the issues discussed, and suggests that they

a~e general truths of life transcending Jude's historical moment.

Besides these introductory quotations, quoted material is often

iti.trodtwed into the body of the novel. Hardy uses such references to

endorse it stated opinion, to enrich description, or to present an objective

voice. :for instance, in describing the landscape about Shaston, Hardy

quotes the poetry of Drayton and I:lil.lia.mBarnes. More often the quoted

material is incorpor,ated :i.ute- the dialogue, as Sue and Jude in particular

frequently season their speech wit~ quotations. Much of Sue's behavior

is controversial, and as she discusses and defends her actions, she

sometimes cites authorities. ~:hi8 further rcweals her intellect.ual

approach to issues that arise, and suggests that such unconventional

behavior may be defensible.' These quotations also tend to formalize

the dia.logue and emphasize its rhetorical purpose, as may be Been in

Sue's quotation from J, S. Hill: IISue contiliueci: She or he, '''ilIO lets

tIlE! wor'ld~ or his own portion of p18.il of life for h:lri1? has

• '.. .• I ,,19no neecl of any faculty t.ha.n the ape--li1<.€ o~ne of J.nlJ_C~1,tl(\:tl " .801ne of
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the quotat:tons are more disru.ptive, and although ostensibly introduced

by one of the characters, they stand apart from the main action as much

as if Hardy had introduced them 1imselfo For exe~plev before Jude goes

to sleep on 'his first night in Chl'istminster, he imagines that he hears

the memorable words of some of the more famous sons of the universityo

What he hears includes quotations from Robert Peel's speech on the Corn

Lavis, an excerpt from Cardinal NeWman's "Apologiatl , plus selections by

Richard Steele, Matthew Arnold, and otherso Tlus collection of famous

quotations has several e:rfects~ It suggests that Jude might be

unrealistic in aiming at such heights from his hlwmle position; it provides

a cOill1terpdint for his immediate concern of finding employment; and

incidentally, it establishes that Christm.inster is Hardy's version of

Oxford, for those quoted all attended Oxford, and the one quotation"which

is introduced as a eulogy to Christminster is really Matthew Al~oldas

paeari. to Oxford beginning: "I Beautiful city! so venel'able, so lovely,

sounrav.aged by the fierce intellectue~ life of our Cow1try ••

Hardy adds his own commenthere.to underscore the irony of such extravagErtlt

praise for:an institution that was nev~r· kind to Jude, stating that the

speaker "afterwards mourned Christunnster 8.S I the home of lost causes',

thou.gh Jud.e d:id not remember thisH $ 21

much the smne way as he uses his own comments and those quotations which

he introduces himself.

Even a casual reader of ~,~ can hardly help noticing the frequ.ent

Biblical references in the novel. As Hardy questions the x'eJ.0'1anCe of

traditional religion. he uses these references in a variety of ways. For
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example, Hardy millces several references to the sto17 of Swnson and

Delilah to illuminate the relationship between Jude an.d Arabella; and

certainly Jude's weakness and Arabella'q trickery are parallelled in

that story. When Jude lives at Christminster, he stays in a Buburb

inauspiciously named Beersheba, which is the name of the place where the

OUtC3st Ishmael and his mother Hagar dwelt when Ishmael VIas replaced by

Abraham's legitimate son. In these cases, Hardy lets the Biblical

context of the name Beersheba and of the story of Samson and Delilah

make its comment on the characters and events in the novel. Even in

.ne.ming Jude, Hard;)r may have had subtle ironi.c intent, for the Epistle

attributed to the Apostle Jude is a warning against heresy and false

doctrine, a teaching that is not endorsed by the themes of the novelo

Moreover, Jude, on several occasi.ons, dra.ws a parallel between hi.s career

and that of Chri.st, a.s when "He considered he might so f@ark out his

coming years as to begin his m:i.1Jistry e.t the age of thirty ~= an age

which much attracted him as being that of his exempla.r when he first

began to teach i1\ Galilee"; 22 and in fact Saint lTude is traditionally

considered the brother of Jesus. This parallel between Jude end Jesus

becomes heavily ironic in the light of the events of JUde's career.

Besides such references as these, the characters, particularly Jude,

often quote scripture in their speech.

Although the many Biblical references help to keep the issue of

religion. promi.n.ent in~, they did nothing to endee.r the novel to

.cle:cics ·and other defenders of tX'Hdi.t:i.onal religion who were among the

most vocCl.l critics of Jud,e~ Hardy's ·c:d.ticism of comrentional religion,
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evidenced in Arabella's brief conversion and elsewhere in the narrative,

often make it necessary for him to quote sacred writingso However, the

6ituation into which these passages are' introduced often profanes thej.r

religious nature. For example, Jude, while intoxicated, is bribed by the

price of a glass of liquor into reciting the Nicene Creed in Latin to a

tavern full of inebriates who have no appreciation for the creed or for

Jude's pathetic situation. Similarlys JUde's death-bed lament beginning

"Let the day perish wherein I was born .. .. • ,,23 'is mocked by the interrup~. ..

ting cheel's of the crowd watching the Remembrance festi vities. In fact,

. many of the allusions to religion BUggeSt the Bame frustration and anger

that Jude expressed when Sue returned to orthodoxy~ "I am glad r had

nothing to do with Di~~nity -= damn glad -= ~f it's going to ruin y?U in

this waY"o24

., Someone reading Hm'dy's novels :L."'l the order in which they were

written might$ after finishing Jess, have quite definite ideas a.bout

the sort of ficti.on Hardy writes.. To such· a persoll i~ Vlould seem

strange, poasibly even upsetting. '1'he external action which provides the

na:!:'rat:Lve direction in the other novels, is de...emphasized and partly

repla.ced by. philosophical mov-oment., and what the characters think becomes

as important to the story as what they do. The main field. of action .

becomes the minds of the chm..acters; Su.e changes from 8. freethinking

rebel to a conventional woman, Jude moves from orthodoxy to c;)'nicism,

and even Phillotson progresses towards a surprisingly enlightened position

-on the true na.ture of marriage before he backslideso Some of the ways

in which Jude differs f.rorn the othe:c novels ar,e the result: of Hardy's
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attempt to translate philosop~ical and spin.tunl issnes into living actions

and. characters. For one thing, r~s presence is more evident in the

conceptual account of Jude than .in the external action of the earlier

novels. The plot, characters, settings9 and dialogue are brought to bear

on the themes of the novel; hence the reader meets Hardy in the narra:tiva

elements of Jude much more than in the same elements of the earlier novels.

Although Hardy's presence in the rmrrativeelements of Jude is less

immediately obvious than,in his direct interjections, it does have a

strong beal~ng on the total effect of the novele The shape and pattern

·of the plot show through the action of the novel, an.d in its parallels

and counterpo~nts the reader secs Hardy emphasizing themes, particularly

the theme of the conflict between reality an.d illusion. For exampl~t the

scenes'showing JUde's first meeting with Arabella ffilQ his first meeting

with ·'Sue are suggestively similar. Because Jude and Arabella are physice~ly

separated by a stream, "thej" walked in parallel lines" to a bridge; Jude

·and Sue are separated by Sue's reluctmlce to meet at the spot of martyrdom,

hence "they walked in :L?arallel linesll before meeting. In the a.ccount of

Jude's meeting with Sue, the reader senses Hardy's presence directing

him to reflect on another such meeting. Perhaps the most obvious lllanipula~

tion of events for a thematic purpose :l.s Jude~ 8 excursion to Kennetbridge

to meet the composer of a hynm that had much impressed him. Expecting

to find a kindred spirit p Jude 1.8 disillusioned to discover that the

"composer" haG given up hymn \'1riting because it is not profitable i and

'has become a '.'I:i.ne merchant~ Because this incident is separate from the

central plot and he.s an obvious bearing on the theme of reality destroying
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illusion, it seems to unfold not as a natural development of the plot,

but as part of Hardy's polemic on this theme.

Hardy's didactic use of .the various elements of the novel has, to

a certain extent, compromised their effectiveness in their artistic role.

Some of the drwlIatized situations fail to come to life because the lively

give and take of natural dialogue is stifled by the weight of the concepts

and issues it must carry. The plot also creaks under the huge load of

controversial issues Hardy has managed to work into it. Even the settings

are often presented in conceptual rather than concrete terms; for example,

while Jude is still a child at l1arygreen; without realizing the significance

of his words, he introduces Christminster by calling it "The heavenly

Jerusalemll , and by stating that "The tree of knowledge grows therell • All

of this illustrates a different approach to the elements of the novel.

and the source of the chang.e i.s the alteration in the vision of life

presented in ~~~ Of all Hardy's novels, only~ is truly pessimistic;

here all that is best in man is defeated. Both Jude's idealism and Sue's

brave enlightenment are destroyed; even the combination of rea.son and

charity that prompts Phillotson to free Sue is finally corruptedo Moreover.

these defeats are without purpose and vrlthout dignity. In ~~? the

vision is more bleak and. the tone more cynical than in any' of: the other

novels~ There is still a story? but the characters are submerged by the

crItical conflict of the issues and. philosophies which, in. this novel?

recf.::i.ve the lmlk of the author's attention. In spite of this? Sue and

Jude survive a.s characters; \.T11de is one of the most memora.ble cha.racters

in Hard;!' s fiction. and Sue is fascin:;;.ting B.nd unusual. But the urgency
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that holds the reader comes prlma.rily from the ideas; for it is, as

Hal'dy says, tla deadly wartl •

In JU~t the reader recognizes Hardy both in his direct commentary

and ·in the obvious influence he exerts on the other aspects of the novel.

It is impossible to separate the narrative f:i.''Otll the narrator, for his

convictions alld his personality are imprinted on every part of it. Jude

presents to the reader aspects of Hardy's personality tp~t are not apparent

in the earlier novels, but which are hinted at in Tess. In his direct. -
statements in ~t as well as in the events of the narrative, Hardy makes

some strong claims. He finds no evidence of order or justice in the

universe; he suggests that the conventional attitudes to marriage are

quite arbitrarys having no ba?is in nature; he finds in religion no

help in facing the problems of everyday living. In. ~~, Hardy

reaf1'irrns his sta.nd on these issues; butt as he goes on to deal with other

issues, he reveals other aspects of lus personality. By directing our

attent.ion to the inequality of educational opportunities and to the

stifling effect of the laws on marriage and divorce, he reveals a strong

social conscience. Also t to his fir'st readers, he must have seemed to be

a man of modern interests•. for he deE'.J.t with problems of the current

"vfill not to livel! and of lithe modern vice of unrestll , with the problems

arising frrnn the sexuality of his characters, and ydth the difficulties

that the legal and moral aspects of marriage impose upon them~ This

concern with topical issues is balanced by his sense of the timelessness

• of lJude's tragedyo In~, the reader "feels himself directed by au

angr-:i.er and more cyn.i.cal man, a.nd b.:r .one more insistent on lds themes
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than in any of the earlier novels. HaX'd.y'~ attack; on marriage, Oxford,

and conventional religion struck at institutions that had, for generations f

been the cornerstones of society, and pious readers would see these attacks

as the works of a radical. Certainly some of the reaction to~ indicates

that many considered Hardy a destructive influence. Some of the issues

are no longer very topical, others are as controversial today as they were

when Jude was published. The present day reader.is still disturbed by

the tragedy of shattered dreams and unfulfilled aims, and st:Ul feels

himself to be under the direction of orlO who has a speci.al vision of the

. plight of mankind, one who is convinced of the validity of his vision and

is saddened by it.
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